Dear Stakeholders,
21st Century brings its own challenges and opportunities. While the world’s population
and extreme poverty increase, damages from natural catastrophes are getting bigger, global migrations all around the world; there are huge improvements in science
and technology particularly in computer intelligence where it offers a notable hope
for medium and long term. Discussions in today’s world are about economics of climate change; investment in renewables energy, researching green energy sources and
environmental technology where all economic, social and environmental factors are
equally important for sustainable development of the world.
As the private sector is the dominant actor that shape the world today; it has more responsibilities to society at large ever than before and should produce solutions to big
problems to provide their sustainability in the future. Private sector has the potential
to increase the living standards in a region they operate by supporting decent work,
respecting human and labor rights and trying to minimize their negative environmental aspects.
To deﬁne the responsibilities of the corporation, we use the umbrella term Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR). European Union announced a new deﬁnition of CSR in
2011 as “the responsibility of enterprises for their impacts on society”. In this respect
companies should respect the laws where they operate and by going beyond that
they should also have in place a process to integrate social, environmental, ethical,
human rights and consumer concerns into their business operations and core strategy
in close collaboration with their stakeholders. CSR aims to maximize the creation of
shared value for companies’ owners/shareholders and for their other stakeholders
and society at large and identifying, preventing and mitigating their possible adverse
impacts.
Since the end of 1990s there are new collaborations of CSR networks today; where
companies and CSR NGOs come together in the aim of sharing the good practices
in CSR, to transfer the know-how about sustainability applications and to increase
awareness and motivate corporations on this issue. Most important and regional networks are today CSR Europe, CSR Asia and CSR Middle East.
Regions are important for CSR networks as the countries have quite similar economic,
social and environmental challenges and where they can beneﬁt from their experience
and know-how. In the long term, those networks play an important role for the sustainable development of the region. All this developments and needs bring the idea of
the initiative CSR Black Sea, where the region has a very good potential and resources
to develop innovative collaborative projects supported by companies operating in this
region.
Supported by The Black Sea Trust for Regional Cooperation, CSR Black Sea Initiative
offers a new area of cooperation between the Black Sea countries which will lead a
more sustainable and competitive region. Objectives of the project are listed below:
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Increasing the awareness about CSR in Black Sea Region
Capacity development of the NGOs particularly focusing on CSR in Black Sea
Region
Creating a CSR platform in the region where all the Black Sea countries are
involved for information and know-how exchange about CSR
Empowering the region in the ﬁeld of CSR, increasing the competitiveness of
the region based on sustainability
Developing joint CSR projects, creating new areas of cooperation toward a
sustainable development of Black Sea Region
Improving and empowering in the areas of human rights, labor rights, environment and corporate governance, shifting to a more value-based system

Black Sea CSR initiative offers a new collaboration between Black Sea countries on
CSR where it calls the CSR Organizations and the private sector who is interested in
CSR in the region to come together, share and transfer good CSR practices and ideas.
CSR Black Sea initiative has started thanks to CSR Organizations from countries Azerbaijan, Armenia, Bulgaria, Romania, Turkey and Ukraine. With their support, we are
pleased to present you the good CSR practices from related countries in this catalogue with the information about the responsible organizations who made this happen.
We do believe the CSR Black Sea Network will expand and will be an umbrella CSR
initiative in the region in medium and long term.

Yours sincerely,
Serdar Dinler
President
CSR Turkey

National Partner
Organization
About AMA
AMA NGO Armenian Marketing Association (AMA), founded in 2002, has conducted
over 400 research projects and today is one of the leading NGOs in Armenia specializing in implementing cross-border grant programs and marketing and research
services.
Armenian Marketing Association NGO implements various research, grant, training
and consultancy programs. Together with its Georgian, Turkish and Azerbaijani partners we implement joint programs in marketing and research, publishing (South Caucasian Export Catalogs, documentaries), professional trainings and rapprochement.
One of the main spheres of our interest are cross border projects contributing to development of cross border cooperation and interaction.
Our company has implemented surveys in different areas such as education, health
care, democracy and governance indicators, skills and knowledge needs survey, population attitudes on social tendencies and energy issues, social-economical baselines,
anti-corruption programs, etc.
AMA is also one of the leading training companies in Armenia. We’ve got regular
training programs on marketing and related spheres in cooperation with our Austrian
(www.wiﬁ.at), Netherlands (www.nima.nl) and Finnish (www.mdcgroup.ru) partners.
Within our training and consulting programs we always cooperate with governmental,
quasi-governmental and international organizations.
AMA NGO implements projects for private companies and businesses, governmental
bodies, factories, NGOs, embassies, international organizations as well as for governmental agencies and ministries.

About CSR Armenia
Corporate Social Responsibility Association of Armenia NGO was established in 2010
aiming to develop the CSR in Armenia and provide trainings, consultations and surveys. Within 2 years we have implemented several projects with international organizations, embassies and companies. CSR Armenia has prepared several brochures and
publications and has held 3 trainings within the last two years. Since the beginning of
our activities we have been actively cooperating with international partners and due
to the global approach our Regional Partner - Corporate Social Responsibility Association of Turkey.

CSR Practice
Name of the Company: Ameria Group
Applying Department: Marketing and PR
Address of the Company: 9 Grigor Lusavorich str. Yerevan 0015, Armenia
e-mail : l.tadevosyan@ameriabank.am
T: +374 10 56 11 11 | F: +374 10 51 31 33

Business Challenge
Ameria Group has officially published its CSR policy a few years ago where it’s stated
that Ameria Group participates in and contributes to the development of national heritage, ﬁnances projects in the ﬁeld of energy and each project is accompanied with
thorough environmental impact assessment. Most importantly the company pays special attention to the needs of socially vulnerable groups of the society. More speciﬁcally we try to support children that need treatment and are suffering from Juvenile
idiopathic arthritis (JIA), blood diseases and various types of cancer.
Some fundraising events have become a tradition and have a ﬁxed date In the company’s corporate calendar. In the past years we have helped children with cancer, haematological diseases and diabetes. We also support a few orphanages during the year
as well as we cooperate with All Armenia Fund through our LA based office.
Ameria Group also develops business projects in different sectors of economy and
pays special attention on the issues of environment protection. In those projects we
promote usage of environmentally friendly technologies, e.g. support in establishment
of state of the art hog farm in Armenia, where most recent technologies are used.
An element of these technological solutions is establishment of biomass processing
facilities within the farm. This will ensure availability of own electricity and heat
resources for the whole farm through application of renewable energy technologies.
Other than that the AMERIABANK has cooperation experience with the world known
proffesor Philip Kotler, the key pillar of the CSR and Marketing 3.0 concepts, who hold
a Master Class for the Ameriabank Management in November 2011. This proves that
AMERIABANK pays attention in increasing the role of CSR in their activities.

Solution
In the search of a way to contribute to the development of our homeland as well as in
the attempt to raise the standard of living in Armenia we have chosen the most vulnerable group of people to support: children with serious illnesses that need medical
attention and treatment that is usually not accessible in Armenia.
Keeping up the tradition of recent years, this year too Ameria Group held a Christmas
charity auction. All the proceeds from the auction will be used for medical treatment
of children with juvenile idiopathic arthritis, cancer and blood disorders. When medicine is powerless to save lives of kids, it’s a tragedy we may not help but accept. But
when we fail to save kids due to lack of money, it’s a moral disaster for each of us.
This Christmas Charity Auction has become a tradition and is being held the 3rd year
in a row on December 11, 2012. This year we have cooperated with Antikyan Gallery
through which professional painters and artists have donated their works to the cause
and we had 20 artworks for sale this year with a starting price of 300 USD per piece.
Last year, we have auctioned paintings of famous Armenians to support children and
we had raised a total of 21 mln. AMD. This year we do hope that the number will excel
greatly.
As one of the companies in Ameria Group, in 2012 Ameriabank launched an unprecedented campaign under ‘Pay by card, grant a life’ slogan targeted at treatment of
seriously ill children.
All cardholders of Ameriabank who make payments by the bank’s cards at any merchant worldwide and cardholders of other banks who make payments by any card
via POS terminals of Ameriabank are welcome to participate in this initiative. Online
transactions, other than utility payments and card-to-card transactions are also eligible.
The bank will make an allowance of 1 Armenian dram for each 1,000 Armenian drams
of card payments for the treatment of children. All allowances will be made out of the
bank’s own proﬁt, with no amounts charged to cardholders and merchants.
The campaign will go on until January 31, 2013. The whole amount raised during the
campaign will be transferred to ill children registered in ‘Grant a Life’ Foundation.

CSR Practice

Name of the Organization: Armenia Marriott Hotel Yerevan
Applying Department: General and Administrative
Address of the Organization: 1, Amiryan str, Yerevan Armenia
e-mail : Ami.Miron@marriott.com
T: +374 10 59 91 90 | F: +374 10 59 90 01

Business Challenge
We pledge that every Marriott community will be a better place to live and work because we are there.
Marriott International is very proud to belong to thousands of communities around the
world. And because we believe that strong neighborhoods, towns, and cities are vital to
the well-being of our society and economy, we feel we have a special responsibility and
role to play in helping our communities thrive.
Through our “Spirit to Serve Our Communities” initiative, we want every Marriott community to be a better place to live and work because we are there. Marriott’s social
responsibility and community engagement programs not only beneﬁt our communities,
but strengthen our culture and values.
The number of families needing to improve their housing conditions in Armenia is over
64,000, out of which 26,199 families are homeless (Social Reforms in Armenia). Most of
them are living in metal containers, basements and other temporary shelters. The real
estate market in Armenia has experienced dramatic growth in volume, and prices have
consistently increased over the last ﬁve years. The majority of residential construction
targets wealthy customers, and is not accessible even to the middle class. The construction boom has driven a rapid boost in the Price Index for Construction with continuing
trends making it extremely hard for low income groups to build or renovate their homes.
Many families had begun to build their own homes after the collapse of Soviet Union.
With the ensuing economic crisis, homes were left unﬁnished - thousands of these foundations and semi-structures can be seen littering the countryside. Many families live in
the dark and damp basements of such houses unable to complete them. Fuller Center
Armenia recognized this as an opportunity to leverage resources already invested in
housing solutions. Therefore, the program can help two or three families rather than
one, since completing a half-built is more economical than beginning construction anew.

Fuller Center for Housing Armenia believes that the core values of Marriott Inc. are
related to those of the organization, as both of them are widely involved in community
developing activities.

Solution
Spirit to Serve our Communities is one of the core values of Marriott International.
Armenia Marriott Hotel, being an integral part of the Marriott family has always put
great emphasis on community based projects and we reach our hands to support our
communities with all the possible ways we can. We are excited with this wonderful
cooperation with Fuller Center for Housing, which every year brings together so many
different organizations and people with a same united goal of helping families in need.
The local community and groups of international volunteers act as active supporters
to the homeowners building their houses. The construction sites, where the international volunteers and locals build shoulder to shoulder, with the spirit of friendship
and unity, sharing the same enthusiasm and emotions, become a non-formal platform
of interaction between the guests and the local community. This program helps to
strengthen the cultural and spiritual bridge between the local and international communities.
Through partnership with Fuller Center for Housing Armenia companies will make a
secure social investment in the Armenian Community, promoting to our worthy cause
of eliminating poverty housing and fostering sustainable development. The company
will manifest its commitment to the development of the community where it is working thus enhancing its public image and serving as an example to other companies
doing business in Armenia.
The management of Armenia Marriott Hotel is to form a group of volunteers from
the employees of the company and volunteer on the building site of Fuller Center
Armenia to help the families build their house. We consider this as an opportunity
to meet and communicate with the family for whom they are contributing the funds.
This also helps the families understand the values of Fuller Center Armenia and to be
more responsible towards the help they have been provided. Apart from enjoying a
terriﬁc team-building opportunity, your employees will gain a deeper understanding
of company’s commitment to working with and for the community where it operates.

CSR Practice

Name of the Company: Orange Armenia
Applying Department: Marketing (CSR function is coordinated by this
department, but operates transversally)
Address of the Company: Erebuni Plaza Business Center, 26/1 V.
Sargsyan Street, Yerevan – 0010, Armenia
e-mail : nazareth.seferian@orange-ftgroup.am
T: +374 95 98 76 05 | F: +374 10 56 06 19

Business Challenge
Computer rooms in vulnerable communities
For the past 3 years, virtually since Day One of operations, Orange Armenia has been
setting up computer rooms in poor and economically vulnerable communities throughout Armenia. This program has covered 13 communities already and will reach at least 15
by the end of 2012. In these communities, most people cannot afford to buy a computer
at home and pay for a monthly subscription, but a community computer room allows
them access to the internet for a very affordable price (the money is then invested by
the community back into the computer room to keep it sustainable). Computer rooms
have also been opened in the special schools for children with visual and hearing disabilities. Thanks to the availability of these computer rooms, villagers in these communities have been able to use the internet to get important information such as the news
and weather, they have been able to participate in distance learning courses and also
keep in touch with their relatives who are mainly in Russia as migrant laborers.
Eco-labeling of mobile phones
Most mobile phones sold in Orange Armenia shops are given a rating of 1-5 to demonstrate their eco-friendliness. The rating is based on three main indicators –
 - the limitation of CO2 measures the amount of greenhouse gases emitted at
key stages of product life cycle: manufacturing, transportation, use and recycling
 - preservation of natural resources measures the amount of non-renewable materials (gold, silver and tin) in the product composition
 - eco-friendly design enhances other initiatives to reduce the environmental impact of the product as the limited use of hazardous substances (chemical compounds which, under unfavorable conditions of use or recycling, could pose a risk
to humans or the environment), traceability of sensitive resources (gold, silver, tin,
tantalum), the possibilities of repairing the product, the use of recycled materials.
The eco-labeling project is run in partnership with WWF Armenia and for each phone
sold, 1% is donated to WWF Armenia for environmental conservation projects in Armenia.

Safe Internet
Orange Armenia joined Safer Internet 2012 programs in the country on 7 February
2012 and supported trainings on Safe Internet in around 900 schools across the country (out of around 1400, the 900 were those with internet access) organized by the
Safe Internet Committee of Armenia. More than 15,000 students beneﬁted as well as
a few hundred teachers and parents. The website with online resources in Armenian
about safe internet use was promoted to more than half a million customers through
SMS.

Solution
Computer rooms in vulnerable communities
This is a bottom-of-the-pyramid solution which helps people in Armenia beneﬁt from
the use of broadband internet even when they are unable to bear the full cost of
this technology. Orange Armenia’s partners also run computer training sessions in the
computer rooms, spreading digital literacy and allowing these villages to feel more
connected to the rest of the country and to global events on the whole, even if they
are economically or even geographically isolated, in some cases. More than 2000
visits occur monthly to the computer rooms and human stories exist of villagers who
have completed degree courses online, created a website about their village or even
found their soulmate online through social networks!
More information and recent news about this project can be found at the following
links –
 http://www.orangearmenia.am/en/about-orange-armenia/news/computer-centers-opened-in-akhurian-and-mayisyan-villages-of-shirak-region-with-the-support-of-orange/
 http://www.orangearmenia.am/en/about-orange-armenia/pressroom/press-releases/special-schools/
 http://www.orangearmenia.am/en/about-orange-armenia/pressroom/press-releases/shahumyan-village/index.php
Eco-labeling of mobile phones
The main purpose of this project is to promote the concept of a “personal environmental footprint” in Armenia and to help customers understand that their choice of
mobile phone also impacts the environment. No other company has conducted ecolabeling of this kind in Armenia before and the concept is very new to the country.
There is also the added “cause-related marketing” side of donating a percentage of
sales to WWF Armenia.
More information about eco-labeling program can be found here - http://www.orangearmenia.am/en/about-orange-armenia/pressroom/press-releases/eco-rating/
Safe Internet
Besides the training and awareness raising about internet safety in general, Orange
Armenia also launched the provision of Kaspersky Internet Security program to customers through which parents can set up ﬁlters on their computers which will block
access to certain websites for their children. This allows parents to feel more comfortable about the use of internet by the children.
More information about Safe Internet project can be found here –
 http://www.orangearmenia.am/en/about-orange-armenia/pressroom/press-releases/safe-internet/
 http://www.orangearmenia.am/en/about-orange-armenia/pressroom/press-releases/safe-internet-armenian-regions/index.php

National Partner
Organization
Azerbaijan

Name of the Organization: Azerbaijan KSM Azerbaycan
(CSR Azerbaijan)
Address of the Organization: Vidadi Street, 159, Baku AZ1000,
Azerbaijan.
Director: Rashad Camal, Executive director (Towards the Unity)
e-mail : info@csraz.com
raschad.camal@gmail.com
T: +994 12 594 38 35 | M: +994 55 203 07 00

Proﬁle
CSR Azerbaijan is the ﬁrst non-governmental organization focused on providing corporate social responsibility concepts in Azerbaijan. It was established in 2012 by the
number of experts as a result of a lack of education in this sphere.
Mission
Organization is aimed to inform Azerbaijani enterprises on CSR and help them implement it in their businesses by creating all opportunities while providing them with
resources and methods.
Activities
 Organization of CSR trainings and seminars
 Organization of CSR researches
 CSR consulting services
 Preparation and Organization of CSR projects
 Distribution of information about CSR

National Partner
Organization
Bulgaria
Name of the Company: Economic Policy Institute
Address of the Company: Khan Asparouh Str., ﬂ.4 • 1463 Soﬁa
e-mail : epi@epi-bg.org
T: (+359 2) 952 29 47 | F: (+359 2) 952 26 93

Business Challenge
The Economic Policy Institute (EPI) is a non-governmental, politically independent and
not-for-proﬁt organization, founded on 12 May 1997.
The mission of EPI is to support the efficient participation of Bulgaria in the EU and
global economy and to contribute to the overall transformation and development processes in South Eastern Europe.
EPI’s primary tasks are:






to conduct economic research and provide interdisciplinary analyses of key economic and socioeconomic trends;
to elaborate on and advocate alternative approaches in the ﬁeld of economic policy
and speciﬁc economic sectors;
to encourage independent expert opinions and introduce best practices;
to bring experts together to explore issues and exchange views in order to generate
innovative proposals for practical economic policy measures;
to provoke public discussions on a wide range of economic and socioeconomic issues and thus inform and inﬂuence policy- and decision-makers and the society.

Name of the Company: Global Compact Network Bulgaria Association
Address of the Company: 169, Evlogi i Hristo Georgievi Blvd., office 112
1504 Soﬁa, Bulgaria
e-mail : secretariat@unglobalcompact.bg
T: (+359 2) 428 20 15

Proﬁle
Global Compact Network Bulgaria Association was founded on 10 September 2010 as a
step of further consolidation of the efforts of 20 leading companies and organizations,
members the UN Global Compact in Bulgaria, who were willing to focus their joint efforts in the responsible and sustainable management principles popularization. The organization coordinates the local network of Global Compact in Bulgaria which consists
of more than 140 multinationals and local SMEs, NGOs and representatives of academia.
It is also the national partnering organization of CSR Europe for Bulgaria.
Mission
With its members taking the lead, to conﬁrm and uphold social responsibility behaviour
in the Bulgarian society and help balance the three pillars of sustainable development –
economic growth, societal development and environment protection.
Vision
To support the Millennium Development Goals by committing to shared universal values
and principles to improve the quality of life for people.
Activities
Global Compact Network Bulgaria offers a number of services to its members that
include:
 A national, regional or sectoral platform for training and exchange of CSR practices
by organizing trainings and national or regional forums and discussions with due
regard to local development priorities and the role of responsible business
 Support the exchange of innovative practices and knowledge development by conducting surveys, studying and adapting good practices, delivering social responsibility behaviour implementing tools, etc., related to Association’s objectives;
 Encourage Association’s member companies and partners to integrate the sustainable development principles and CSR in their respective visions and values;







Motivate and assist network members to develop partnership and/or collective projects contributing to the attainment of the Millennium Development Goals;
Support joint projects and initiatives of network members and partners;
Develop and implement policies and partnership initiatives aiming to promote corporate social responsibility;
Engage in intensive cooperation with training institutions to integrate sustainable
development and corporate social responsibility topics in training curricula;
Assist its members in the preparation of their annual Communication on Progress
Reports and other relative information regarding


Current programs
 Business values
 Education and career development
 Lifestyle

CSR Practice

Name of the Company: Assarel-Medet JSC
Address of the Company: 4500 Panagyurishte, Bulgaria
e-mail : pbox@asarel.com
T: (+359357) 602 10 | F: (+359357) 602 50

From Nature to People, from People to Nature
Corporate social responsibility is our cause! For us it means “Achieving corporate
success in respect to moral values and satisfying the ethical, legal, environmental and
social expectations of society to the company”.
Company’s policy to several strategic objectives:
 Ensuring the conformity of the mining operations with the environment protection
through efficient, full value and comprehensive utilization of mineral resources and
reasonable and effective consumption of the other resources such as water, electric
power, raw materials and materials.
 Studying the best experience and applying advanced technologies in order to
achieve harmony and balance between mining operations and environment and
their conﬂict-free inclusion in a conglomeration of auxiliary activities focused toward
comprehensive use of forests and tourism.
 Efficient monitoring through the use of the ﬁrst in the country environmental system
built in 1988 and application of a preventive approach for water and air protection.
 Total recultivation and rehabilitation of vegetation on areas damaged by mining
activity.
 Modern management of water resources and prevention of their contamination,
functioning of a reclaim water supply system and a reliable system of hydrological
and puriﬁcation facilities.
 Deposition of mining and processing wastes in order to ensure a phased and overall
rehabilitation of damaged areas.
 Treatment of the operations, maintenance and auxiliary activities wastes through
recycling, reprocessing and second use whenever this is possible.
 Continuous care for high environmental culture development, awareness of the
personal responsibility and commitment of the personnel to the environment
protection.

I. Care for the Earth
For knit team of company people who work and live here with their families, the
company motto “Nature to People, from People to Nature” is deeply understood and
shared understanding of priority concern for the environment
1. For the ﬁrst time in the country is carried out technical and biological recultivation
of the existing mining facility - Oxide dump. Reliable anti-ﬁltration curtains were
constructed to capture drainage water in the area of the Oxide dump, as well as
large-scale technical recultivation and resloping of the West dump.
2. Technical and biological recultivation on the dry slope of Lyulyakovitsa tailings
dam. The tailings dam is equipped with the most contemporary automated system
for monitoring the status of the wall stability.
II. INVESTING IN ECO-INNOVATIONS
1. Among the main mining equipment in Assarel mine nowadays operate highperformance drilling technique of Atlas Copco - Sweden, and Driltech - produced
in the USA and supplied by Sandvik - Sweden, with a diameter of the bits 250 mm,
as well as highly productive mining transportation equipment - the biggest frontend wheel loader in the world of Caterpillar – USA, with volume of the bucket 17
cubic meters, the biggest in Europe electrical excavators of Liebherr - Germany,
with bucket capacity of 17 cubic meters and 130-ton BelAz trucks - Belarus, with
Cummins engines.
2. In Assarel concentrator today are in operation the ﬁrst for the Northern hemisphere
ﬂotation machines of last generation Wemco - UK, with volume of 160 cubic meters,
high revolutions cone crusher MP 800 of Metso Minerals - USA, cyclones KREBS
- produced in the USA, a new generation ﬁlter press by Metso Minerals - Sweden the ﬁrst in the ore mining in the country.
3. In Assarel mine and Assarel concentrator are implemented automated systems
for management and control of the technological processes, which ensure high
efficiency and performance, delivered respectively by Wenco - Canada and Siemens
– Germany.
4. New Cyclic-ﬂow technology for transportation of overburden with capacity of 5
000 t/h, on a project of Krupp - Germany, with which not only the transportation
efficiency is increased with 24%, but also the harmful emissions from vehicles
exhaust gases are reduced with 40.9%;
5. Installation for extraction and electrolysis of copper from mine water on a project
of Outotech - Finland, with an annual capacity for production of 1 500 – 2 000 tons
of copper cathodes with 99,99% copper grade, which is the only one in Bulgaria
and the most modern one in the European Union.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF NEW ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES
Innovations and modernization of equipment and technology provide higher efficiency
of production, based on which is currently under development a new project for
more complete utilization of the available resources of copper ore in the area of the
company with much lower metal content.
Besides copper ﬂotation concentrate with 25% copper grade, the company now
produces cathode copper with the highest purity of 99,99% through the new hightech and environmental installation for extraction and electrolysis of copper from
mine /drainage/ water, which by project should have been treated in the treatment
plants of the company.
This meets one of the global challenges facing the mining industry for maximum full
utilization of the mineral resources and implementation of environmentally friendly
technologies /Hydrometallurgy/. The ﬁrst cathode copper was produced on 19.12.
2010

As a result of this project, we expect about twice increase of the reserves of copper
ore, making full use of ores with low copper grades and about twice extending the
life of the mine compared to the original project, which is crucial for the Bulgarian
economy and the socio-economic development of the region.
Results
 From 1999 to 2010 eco projects were fulﬁlled for over 25 million EUR
 The country’s ﬁrst complex ecological station – established in 1988 in partnership
with the Bulgarian Academy of Science - 10 years before this was legally required
 Successfully completed program for removal of old environmental damages /20002010/
 Annual programs for new environmental projects, including large-scale recultivation
 Following an investment of more than 50 million EUR for the construction of new
Cyclic-ﬂow technology - environmental impact of reducing emissions from vehicle
exhaust by 40.9%
 Reduction of speciﬁc consumption of electricity in the Concentrator of the company
with over 36%
 Alignment of all parameters of the components of the environment around the
company within the limit concentrations, including water, gas components and
metal aerosols in the air.
As a result of the realized modernization program, Assarel-Medet actually contributes
to reducing carbon footprint on environment with a signiﬁcant contribution to the
country’s transition to a low carbon economy and was certiﬁed by the Ministry of
Economy Energy and Tourism.

CSR Practice

Name of the Company: Ecopack

Address of the Company: Blvd. Tsarigradsko Shousse 60, ﬂ.1
Business center Avi Set 1784, Soﬁa
e-mail : office@ecopack.bg
T: (+359 2) 401 91 00

Separate Waste: Education for Sustainable Development
Background
3D Ecobus – the newest project of Ecopack is part of the company’s efforts to promote responsible attitudes towards the environment and particularly the separate
waste collection of packaging among children. This project is adapted to climate
change and indirectly contributes to prevent changes in air quality resulting from the
generation of packaging waste. Promotion of separate waste collection in households,
businesses, schools and institutions will protect their health, communities and habitats of animals and plants, natural and cultural values of the nuisance and will prevent
the occurrence of dangers and damages for the society with the change of air quality.
We believe that the implementation of all planned project activities will inﬂuence:
1.

To produce a ton of newspapers, it is needed wood from 24 trees. If, instead of
throwing newspapers and paper packaging, they are divided in the household and
then put in containers for separate collection many trees will be saved from cutting, enormous amounts of water needed for the production of paper will be saved
and air pollution will be reduced with 73%.
2. Glass is not biodegradable in nature, while recycling is an ideal material because
it can be processed into new glass products unlimited number of times. Recycling
saves unnecessary pollution - 20% of air and 50% of water, while saving a lot of
energy which would otherwise have been used for production of primary glass.
By creation of conditions for separate collection of waste glass in more Bulgarian
households, the effects on climate will be signiﬁcant.
3. Millions of plastic bottles, bags and packing are discarded in garbage annually
in Bulgaria from households, businesses, schools and institutions. If not recycled,
plastic gets in dung-ﬁlls where its decomposition takes from 500 to 1000 years
and contaminates the soil and water with harmful toxins. Production of plastic is
twice energy-intensive as a process of recycling. One ton of plastic saves electricity for a Bulgarian household for 2 years. With this project proposal we aim to train
and inform to great extent about separate collection the entities generating plastic packaging. We believe that this will increase the amount of plastic materials for
recycling and will save the climate disposal of huge quantities of harmful gases,
toxins, dust and soot.

4. An aluminum packing can be recycled several times. Its recycling requires only
5% of the energy needed for the primary production. Collecting separately the
aluminum packing will help to keep deposits of aluminum ore and to reduce discharges of harmful gases into the atmosphere during their production.
5. All informational and educational materials, technical equipment, household containers, informational panels and Ecobus will be produced and will work considering the environmental impact. They all will be made from recycled materials or
will be recyclable. Our goal is to minimize carbon dioxide emissions, air and water
pollution and energy consumption for their production and transport. From our
contractors and suppliers we will require compliance with the rules of Green buying and Zero waste processes, reducing the production impact on the environment. Overall, the proposal will lead to better implementation of EU and Bulgarian
legislation for Waste Management, which is an indirect positive impact on climate
indicators.
What is the Ecopack 3D bus?
It is a modern and mobile center for trainings and presentations, which presents in an
interesting and interactive way the problem of separate collection to students from
ﬁrst to fourth grade. The program of 3Dbus is consistent with the interests of children
in the age group. So far, 3890 students from grade 1 to 4 of 22 schools in Soﬁa had
the possibility to learn about the separate collection and its beneﬁts in Ecopack ecobus. Each of the children visited the green hours of Ecopack, receives a gift - seeds
of acacia or ﬁr-tree, which he has to plant. The campaign will cover over 410 schools
(100 000 children) in 96 municipalities in Bulgaria where ECOPACK operates and will
last 2,5 years.
Once it became a magnet for hundreds of students, Ecopack 3Dbus opened its doors
and for its ﬁrst adult guests. Corporate training and seminars for separate collection
in 3D Ecobus - Employees of companies Coca-Cola, Procter & Gamble, Phillip Morris,
Danone, GornaBanya and others, had the opportunity to experience mobile company
training for the separate waste collection of packaging in 3D Ecobus. The training
agenda included a presentation on Ecopack and systems for separate collection, a
visit of the separating lines and educational movie “The way of the packaging waste”
For all attendees there were brochures with more information about Ecopack and
separate collection, as well as special eco-degrees.
European “added value”
The Project as a whole and all of the activities carry European “added value”. Its main
goal is related to the implementation of Community policies in the area of separate
waste collection and sustainable development by providing European “added value”,
dissemination of information, raising public awareness and knowledge.
The object of intervention is an important Community problem related to separate
waste collection and the need to encourage more people to adopt it. The results that
the project aims to achieve would signiﬁcantly contribute towards the attainment of
the main goal of Life+. In this context, the European added value of the present project proposal takes several forms:
1. Contribution towards meeting the EU’s environmental goals - The EU is aiming for
a signiﬁcant cut in the amount of rubbish generated, through new waste prevention
initiatives, better use of resources, and encouraging a shift to more sustainable consumption patterns.

The European Union’s approach to waste management is based on the principles of:
 Waste prevention: This is a key factor in any waste management strategy. If we can
reduce the amount of waste generated in the ﬁrst place and reduce its hazardousness by reducing the presence of dangerous substances in products, then disposing of it will automatically become simpler. Waste prevention is closely linked with
improving manufacturing methods and inﬂuencing consumers to demand greener
products and less packaging.
 Recycling and reuse: If waste cannot be prevented, as many of the materials as
possible should be recovered, preferably by recycling. The European Commission
has deﬁned several speciﬁc ‘waste streams’ for priority attention, the aim being to
reduce their overall environmental impact. This includes packaging waste, end-oflife vehicles, and batteries, electrical and electronic waste. EU directives now require
Member States to introduce legislation on waste collection, reuse, recycling and
disposal of these waste streams.
The Ecopack project is quite relevant and its activities would help attain the EU environmental goals concerning waste prevention and recycling and reuse. Furthermore,
it contributes towards ﬁve of the strategic goals of the National Waste Management
Program 2009-2013:
 Waste prevention and reduction.
 Increasing the amount of recycled and reused waste.
 Improving the organization of the processes of waste separation, temporary storage, collection, and transportation.
 Public involvement.
 Information campaigns about the potential opportunities and beneﬁts from separate collection, reuse, and recycling of waste.

Company Proﬁle
Ecopack is the leading recovery organization for packaging waste in Bulgaria with
market share for 2011 of 47%. It was established in February 2004 by 18 leading international and Bulgarian companies and does not distribute proﬁt. The Organization operates in 96 Bulgarian municipalities and covers population of over 2,8mln
inhabitants. During the period 2006 – 2011 Ecopack has invested 7,9 million EURO in
separate waste collection systems Ecopack, technical equipment and information and
education campaigns. The Organization has established an efficient and sustainable
system for collection, recycling and recovery of packaging, ensuring high level of environmental protection for beneﬁts to the citizens of Bulgaria.

CSR Practice

Name of the Company: Fibank
Address of the Company: 37, Dragan Tsankov Blvd. 1797 Soﬁa
T: (+ 359 2) 817 11 00

First Investment Bank is one of the leading Bulgarian banks, second in deposits of individuals and households, third in assets, ﬁfth in credits and ﬁfth in terms of proﬁt
1.


Donor’s programme
ocial investments - Fibank supports the development of children and youngsters
by patronizing the creation of opportunities for them, by helping them develop
their skills and gain self-conﬁdence. The Bank supports children and youngsters
deprived of parents’ care, youngsters from economically underdeveloped regions of
the country and others who need support for their development.

Fibank’s ‘social responsibility”fund
Fibank is the ﬁrst Bulgarian bank which has established a fund for carrying out socially
responsible activities. The work with children and teenagers deprived of parents’ care
has always been the main priority of the Fibank’s social activity. For years on end the
Bank has been allocating funds for the children in the institutions by answering to speciﬁc requests and improving mainly the living conditions in the orphanages.
Later on Fibank raised the question for a more effective allocation of the funds granted
for charity and decided together with “Civil Initiatives Workshop” foundation to establish Fibank’s “Social Responsibility” Fund. The Fund establishment is an exceptional
achievement and a precedent in the relations between the Bulgarian business and the
non-proﬁt-making sector. This is the ﬁrst time when a Bulgarian ﬁnancial institution has
entered into agreement with a leading foundation to entrust it the management of a
special fund. The charity funds are allocated in a project principle with the purpose of
achieving stable results.
Until now, within the ﬁrst three sessions of the Fund, a total of 21 projects have been
approved with ﬁnancing of more than BGN 76 000. Different in their purposes, the
projects are aiming to develop the required conditions, but also to format the children’s
abilities so they become independent in their lives outside the institutions.

The day of open doors
The “Day of Open Doors” initiative is a part of the Fibank’s corporate donations programme “Social Responsibility” which is managed by the “Workshop for Civil Initiatives”
foundation. Every year First Investment Bank welcomes children from the institutions
for children deprived of parents’ care to some of its offices and branches. At these
events children demonstrate their abilities to the Bank’s employees. On their part, the
Fibank’s employees tell about their work as bank specialists, introduce the children to
the Bank’s activities, talk to them and exchange ideas with them.
Fibank in the ﬁght against breast cancer
First Investment Bank took part in the National Campaign against Breast Cancer by
buying an echograph for the Multiproﬁle Hospital for Active Treatment – Shumen. Brochures giving information about the disease prevention and the health centers providing consultations are distributed by the Bank.
First Investment Bank and Diners Club Bulgaria cooperated for the realization of the
charity campaign initiated by “Civil Initiatives Workshop” for raising funds necessary for
the purchase of lifesaving medicines for breast cancer treatment. With the raised funds
the “Civil Initiatives Workshop” foundation bought “Aromazine” medicines and donated
them to two oncology clinics – “District Dispensary for Oncology Diseases without a
Hospital” – Soﬁa and “Inter-District Dispensary for Oncology Diseases” – Varna.

CSR Practice

Name of the Company: Globul
Address of the Company: Mladost 4, Business Park Soﬁa,
building 6 1766 Soﬁa
e-mail : sponsorship@globul.bg

Separate Waste: Education for Sustainable Development
GLOBUL is the trademark, under which Cosmo Bulgaria Mobile EAD offers telecommunication services in Bulgaria. The company is 100% owned by COSMOTE. COSMOTE is member of OTE group, which represents the biggest supplier of telecommunication services in South-East Europe. Deutsche Telekom A.G. possesses 40% of
OTE’s share capital.
As of the end of December 2011, GLOBUL has 4.3 million subscribers, while its services
are available to 99.98% of Bulgaria’s population, covering over 99.25% of the country’s
territory. GLOBUL UMTS network covers 92.95% of the population.
GLOBUL commits to the following causes and campaigns:
Launch of the ﬁrst Bulgarian Safer Internet Helpline
Nowadays, children begin using the internet from a very early age. The internet offers
all kinds of information, and at the same time it hides risks from anyone. Thus, children
can be faced with inappropriate content if certain rules are not followed. That’s why
in 2011, GLOBUL conducted an educational campaign about the risks of reckless surfing and how to avoid them. In addition, the mobile content provided by GLOBUL has
special age suitability designation and parents can limit their children’s access to the
parts, which are marked as inappropriate for children.
Supported by GLOBUL, the Bulgarian Safer Internet Centre and the Parents Association created a new initiative within the program for the development of the ﬁrst Bulgarian online safety helpline, 124 123. The helpline provides professional consultations
and support to young people regarding online safety.

CSR Practice

Name of the Company: Overgas
Address of the Company: 5 Philip Kutev st. 1407 Soﬁa,
e-mail : gas@overgas.bg
T: (+359 2) 428 20 00 | F: (+359 2) 962 17 24

Challenge
In our urban society we often need to consciously create opportunities for children to
bond with nature and learn about the environment. At Overgas we focus not only on
helping them develop environmentally-friendly values and behaviour, but also on making sure they understand the environmental challenges we face.
Over the past 10 years our commitment has established solid roots, turning environmental care into one of our core values, through which we strive to voice a strong message towards the young generations.

Solution
The achievements of Overgas in this ﬁeld are best described through our projects, detailed information of which can be found below.
1. “Let Us Keep Bulgaria Green and Clean for Us and Our Children”
Eleven years ago devastating ﬁres raged all over the country for months, destroying thousands of square meters from the Bulgarian forests. In our impulse to heal the
wounded nature we laid the foundations of an initiative, through which we contributed
to the restoration of the damaged forests, taking a signiﬁcant part in the whole forestation process – from the soil preparation and saplings’ planting to the crops’ cultivation.
The efforts we invested in accomplishing this goal made us the ﬁrst private company in
Bulgaria to help restore and protect the Bulgarian forests and the biodiversity in them.
But our involvement did not end there, because along with the new forests, we planted
a new idea as well – a vision for a greener and cleaner life for us and our children. Thus,
in the autumn of 2000 “Let Us Keep Bulgaria Green and Clean for Us and Our Children”
was born with the aim to improve the state of the environment and to present our children with the eco opportunities for better living conditions.

2011
A decade later “Let Us Keep Bulgaria Green and Clean for Us and Our Children” is a
treasured annual tradition epitomizing the same values we had 10 years ago, however
now garnished with even more aims and enthusiasm, which fortunately results in a bigger and better impact today. So far we have:





Made 14 forestation campaigns on the territory of 12 Bulgarian municipalities;
Planted 130 000 trees;
Forested 383 000 square meters of land;
Involved 600 children from 12 schools all over the country. All of them learned how
to forest and they planted their ﬁrst trees. Their participation during the ﬁrst day of
the forestation is an invaluable lesson of how vital it is to look after nature. A message we hope they will carry with themselves in the future.

The project is initiated, developed and ﬁnanced by Overgas but we beneﬁt immensely
from the competent cooperation of the Executive Forest Agency of Bulgaria and its
regional structures. Their help allows us to carry out a problem-free forestation process
each year.
Our commitment to “Let Us Keep Bulgaria Green and Clean for Us and Our Children” is
growing from year to year and the results inspire us to keep our vision intact and continue working hard in the name of the greener environment and eco awareness of our
children.
If willing and having resources available any organization or company could afforest an
area, which is agreed with the Executive Forest Agency.

2. “Find Out about Nature and Protect It”
Have you ever wondered as a kid…
 Where do bears come from?
 Why do bees buzz around brightly colored ﬂowers?
 Why are only some plants and animals protected and not all?
The question “Why?” is the epitome of children’s curiosity. Back in 2009 we at Overgas
decided to use this natural sense of wonderment as a base to bring children even closer
to the environment. Our idea was to open young minds to the living world through
hands-on exploration to discover nature. We called it “Find Out about Nature and Protect It”.
Since then we have provided educational programs tailored speciﬁcally for children
twelve to thirteen years of age, studying at the private “Bulgarian school”, through
which kids learn more about the environment by observation, exploration and even the
art of photography.
The project consists of three parts. The ﬁrst one is an open class held at Overgas headquarters, where experts open a group discussion with the children about current environmental problems and encourage them to ask “why” and discover the answers to
their questions together. Always a thrilling part for the children is the lesson in photography skills, where a professional photographer teaches them how to effectively use
their cameras outdoors – useful knowledge they will need to hang on to for the second
part of the project – a visit to Vitosha Natural Park in Soﬁa.

The second part of “Find Out about Nature and Protect It” is something children always
look forward to. During their visit to the Vitosha Nature Park, specialists introduce them
to the different protected plant and animal species in their natural surroundings, while
the kids are allowed to document the whole “expedition” with their cameras under the
watchful eye of a professional photographer.
The best photos are selected and processed by the children themselves as part of the
third stage of the project. The winning photographs take part in an exhibition and enter
an online gallery, bringing pride and joy to the children and their families and leaving a
good and stable memory of a thrilling learning experience.
So far, through the project, we have:
 Carried out 5 sessions on the territory of Soﬁa;
 Taught over 60 pupils thirteen to fourteen years of age;
 Arranged two exhibitions with the best photographs of nature taken by the children,
which also featured in the annual calendars of Overgas;
 Created an online gallery, containing all the photographs within the project;
The project is initiated, developed and ﬁnanced by Overgas.
The impact “Find Out about Nature and Protect It” has had during the last three years
has urged us to continue with our efforts in building up a positive attitude towards the
surrounding environment in children and assuring they have greater responsibility towards its preservation.
3. “e-Dom” – The Computer Game
In September 2009 Overgas developed the ﬁrst eco-based computer game in Bulgaria,
called “e-Dom” (in English “e-Home”). Our aim is to promote the environmental and
economical use of the energy sources in the country and to provide e-solutions to actual ecological problems.
It is a strategic game. The participant selects the type of their home followed by 48 different steps which offer different options for furnishing and technical equipment, having in mind the price, as well as the environmental and economic factors. All decisions
must be coordinated with the care for the environment and the ﬁnancial means each
contestant is provided with. In this way, the successful e-Home could easily turn into a
real one.
Those in seek of energy effective solutions for their home are able to search for them
for free on www.overgas.bg/e-dom/. It is suitable for all ages, making it especially useful
and educational for children.
Results so far:
 The game has been played over 4000 times;
 Over 260 participants have reached the highest score;
 Ranked third in the “Best Functional Educational Game” category of the European
contest “LUDUS”.
The development of such games would beneﬁt the society and voice environmental issues and the methods for their solution.
Overgas has a deep-rooted culture in being environmentally responsible. What we are
striving for now is to impart that responsibility to the younger generations in hope of a
greener and cleaner future for all of us.

National Partner
Organization
Romania

Name of the Organization: The CSR Agency
Address of the Organization: 21st Gheorhge Lazar street. Building A 1st
Floor, 1st District, Bucharest - Romanis
e-mail : contact@thecsragency.ro
M: +40 73 501 00 99 | F: +40 21 314 66 15

The CSR Agency is a management consultancy specialized in CSR (Corporate Social
Responsibility) and Sustainability.
We train and advise organizations of all sizes about Corporate Responsibility and Sustainability, helping them to understand and embed it in their operations.
Our training and mentoring services range from short introductory brieﬁngs and
workshops to facilitated visioning sessions and on to strategic mentoring and integrated action planning.
The CSR Agency provides you with the understanding, conﬁdence and competence
to help you realise success through corporate responsibility and sustainability.We are
a management consultancy agency specialized in CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) and Sustainability.
We help the managers to conduct their business in a responsible way. We support
CSR coordinators in research, strategic planning, project management, monitoring
and sustainability reporting.
The company was founded in February of 2011 by Dragos Tuta and Andrei Bortun.

Mission:
Our mission is to create responsible business practices within the Romanian companies by improving the know how and the results of the CSR Coordinators.
Vision:
We believe that a strong economy is based on competivity and transparency achieved
by communicating the non ﬁnancial impact generated by the companies through the
direct and indirect interactions with their stakeholders.

The CSR Agency works with Private organisations to help them understand the corporate responsibility and sustainability opportunity and create and implement sustainability action plans that add value and improve competitive advantage.
Our clients are Carpatcement Holding S.A., Provident Financial IFN S.A. and Ursus
Breweries S.A.

CSR Practice

Name of the Company: Avon Cosmetics Romania
Applying Department: Marketing
Address of the Company: Dinu Vintila 11, Bucharest, Romania
e-mail : denisa.mihai@avon.com
T: +40 74 820 03 90

Business Challenge
Breast cancer Campaign
Each year, 6500 women are diagnosed with breast cancer in Romania. Unfortunately,
by the time the patient is diagnosed, the disease is in the ﬁnal stages. 1 out of 8 women
risks having breast cancer and in order to prevent this phenomenon, Avon Cosmetics Romania initiated in 2002 the breast cancer campaign to inform Romanian women
about breast cancer and the importance of getting examined on time.
The level of education in terms of disease prevention is still very low in Romania. Even
though women are aware of the risks, they have no intention to check the health of their
breast in the near future as long as they do not have any symptoms that something is
wrong. This is reason why we consider that for an efficient prevention and early detection campaign we need to continue the national educational campaign, with a high
impact in both rural and urban areas.
Domestic violence Campaign
50% of Romanians think that physical violence in the home is something normal. According to a study published by the General Police Inspectorate, 12,088 cases of domestic violence were recorded by the Romanian Police in 2010, which is 26% more than in
2009. In the same year, the number of deaths caused by incidents of domestic violence
has doubled.
The same study shows that only a third of the victims report the violence incidents
largely due to the economic factors that make the victims dependant on the perpetrators. Battered women have often no support and no place to turn to, so they continue
to live under terror because of no alternatives.
Domestic violence leaves not only physical marks, but also emotional and psychological
trauma. The victims feel isolated, hopeless and lose self-conﬁdence. Many struggle with
depression, anxiety and sleeping and eating disorders.

Children are seriously affected by violence, even when they are not the direct victims.
They learn that violence is a part of life and have a great tendency later on in life to
become either perpetrators or victims themselves. The studies show that 80% of the
perpetrators have been themselves exposed to violence in childhood.
The strongest insights regarding main attitudes towards Domestic Violence, show that:
 In Romania, there are at least 3 women victims of DV per minute.
 Every year, 12,000 women are victims of DV in Romania. Less than 25 % makes it
into official statistics.
 There are few shelters for DV cases (less then one/district). Most of women running
from home end up in mother care shelters because they usually have small children.
 A victim of DV has to pay for all assistance – e.g. legal certiﬁcate attesting the abuse
costs around 20 USD. Usually, victims don’t have money for this document so they
stop all the process and the cycle of violence begins one more.

Solution
Breast Cancer Campaign
The Avon Breast Cancer Campaign is planned on a long term, that is why, no matter
the message we convey, we want to reach our general goals:
 To increase awareness on early detection of breast cancer and to convince women
aged 30 to 55 to go to see the doctor periodically
 To provide highly performance medical equipment to Oncology Hospitals in Romania
 To raise funds by selling pink ribbon products
Along with these general goals came the 2012 objectives:
 To increase the campaign’s awareness
 To involve local celebrities in our campaign
 To convey a strong message to our Representatives and Employees
Theme Breast Cancer Campaign
World leader in the direct selling industry, Avon is beautifying women in Romania for 15
years. The campaign against breast cancer was initiated in 2002, managing to educate
and inform about the early diagnosis of breast cancer.
Opportunity
Early diagnosed, breast cancer can be treated relatively easily and even cured. Thus,
discovered in stage 0 or 1 can be cured in 94% of cases. Therefore, informing and educating women is extremely important in order to learn to permanently take care of
themselves and go to regular checks to remove any risk.
Breast Health campaign relies on the importance of prevention, on the promise that
they would take care of their health, for themselves and for their loved ones. Although
it is a serious problem, the message must be sent in a way that does not frighten, but
encourages and gives hope.

Research
The main sources of information and analysis were:
1.

Previous editions: since 2006, Avon organized every year Pink Events in different
cities from the country. They have provided important data for improving the experience of the participants at the event and campaign results.
2. Meetings with specialized doctors: they became partners of the company, their insight being extremely important to maintain the correct direction of the campaign
and improve efficiency.
3. Encounters with patients: testimonials of women who have won the battle against
breast cancer offered a new perspective and a lesson of courage, information that
was used to improve the messages transmitted to patients.
4. Studies: according to statistics, 1 in 8 women is at risk of breast cancer and, in Romania, every year, about 6,000 women are diagnosed with breast cancer.
The information was used to create a complex event in which participants become
aware of the importance of control, but keep on smiling because they will ﬁnd out that
they are in good health.

Domestic Violence Campaign
We suggest working for implementation directly with a PR/CSR Agency because:
 media exposure represents a consistent part of the campaign, and the media buying, negotiating, implementing and control is their area of expertise;
 one of our objective is to involve local celebrities in our campaign and a PR Agency
has a large portfolio of spoken persons that can have can take part in our campaign
without any further costs
 they have specialists in social communication
 they can give us great ideas and solutions for making the educational message
strong, culturally relevant and having a full impact for the Romanian women.
Research
The strongest insights regarding main attitudes towards Domestic Violence, show that:
 In Romania, there are at least 3 women victims of DV per minute.
 Every year, 12,000 women are victims of DV in Romania. Less than 25 % makes it
into official statistics.
 There are few shelters for DV cases (less then one/district). Most of women running
from home end up in mother care shelters because they usually have small children.
 A victim of DV has to pay for all assistance – e.g. legal certiﬁcate attesting the abuse
costs around 20 USD. Usually, victims don’t have money for this document so they
stop all the process and the cycle of violence begins one more.
Our two major objectives are:
1. Increasing the level of awareness on Domestic Violence forms and issues among
young population (14-30 years) and the level of awareness on Domestic Violence
resources for women over 20 years old.
2. Fighting against DV by increasing the level of social assistance across Romania, using the existent intervention infrastructure, both public and private.

CSR Practice

Name of the Company: BRD- Groupe Societe Generale
Applying Department: CSR Department
Address of the Company: BRD Tower, 1-7 Ion Mihalache Blvd, Bucharest
e-mail : cosmina.frincu@brd.ro
T: +40 21 301 61 60 | F: +40 21 301 61 22

Business Challenge
Program: Long term assistance for children and youth at-risk, to overcome their physical or social disadvantage and become independent, responsible citizens
People that face physical, mental or even social challenges in Romania represent social
categories that have little opportunities in the society. National statistic say that 3% of
Romanian population are special needs people, and only 4% of these are employed.
Also, almost 30% of the people living in the rural areas live in poverty, which is a rate
70% higher than in urban areas.
No matter whether it is a physical, mental or even social handicap, people belonging to
these social groups are most of the time marginalized, isolated in their familial environment, or worse, in care institutions. This happens due to many factors that include:







The general perception that these people do not have the capacity to become socially responsible as equal citizens,
Most of the time people are not used to integrate a person that is physically or mentally challenged in their peer, educational, or work groups,
People from social disadvantaged groups (rural areas, former institutionalised children) do not have access to information or educational programs that can lead
them decent employment opportunities,
There are few programs for special-needs of children and teenagers that teach them
on how they can live an independent life and to earn abilities for a decent job,
There are little facilities, especially for physically challenged categories, starting
from access in public spaces or institutions, to job fares adapted to their needs,
which generates isolation,
Usually, the general opinion associates special-needs to the idea of illness. This leads
to the public perception and, even worse, their own perception, that special-needs
people do not have the capacity to live a normal life.

In the past years, in Romania, NGOs developed programs for special-needs of people
that offer medical assistance, physical and mental recovery, leisure and socialising activities. Still, many of these NGOs have limited capacity to assist them in ﬁnding a job,
help them earn abilities for an independent job, not to mention, counselling them on
how to start their own business.
Thus, there are only a few initiatives that focus on their needs to integrate in the society
as independent, responsible and active citizens.

Solution
BRD developed in the last years many community initiatives and in 2008 the company
decided to launch a program that offers its employees the opportunity to get involved
in community initiatives on the long-term. Thus, the company looked for social causes
that can combine employee interests and also are aligned to corporate values.
For BRD, children and youth at-risk that want to overcome their physical or social disadvantage and become independent, responsible citizens represent an investment. The
company considers that with a bit of help and conﬁdence they can overcome the general perceptions and they can turn from people dependent on external resources (public or family) into people that can support themselves.
These conditions were the ground, which lead the company in building the payrollgiving program “Change a destiny. Give value to life”. The main goal of the program is
to facilitate BRD employees’ involvement towards NGOs that assist children and teenagers from the selected target group. Based on a payroll giving program, employees
raise money and the company doubles the amount of money raised by the employees.
Besides ﬁnancial support, employees also offer their time to the granted NGOs.
2008 represented the pilot year and since then, the program extended continuously.
Results:
1500 employees BRD enrolled in the program
430.000 EUR amount invested in 3 years
(1st edition: 100.000 EUR; 2nd edition: 130.000 EUR; 3rd edition 200.000 EUR)
38 projects ﬁnanced all over the country
More than 4000 children and youth assisted
More than 130 employees volunteers in the program
6400 hours the time donate only in 2011

CSR Practice

Name of the Company: Carpatcement Holding SA
Applying Department: Corporate Communication
Address of the Company: Soseaua Bucuresti Ploiesti, nr 1A,
Intrarea C, et 1.
e-mail : Bogdan.arnautu@carpatcement.ro
T: +40 72 296 36 03

Business Challenge
Climate change – a global problem
Global warming is one of the greatest challenges that humanity is facing. Its solution
is a major concern for both heads of states and governments, and the general public,
for business and thus cement industry (which globally accounts for 5% of the emissions of greenhouse gases). To better understand the impact of our industry, we need
to talk ﬁrst about clinker production process (see the cement production processes
and associated risks).
This process is “energy-intensive” since raw material must be heated to temperatures
close to 1500 degrees Celsius. Traditionally, it is used for high caloriﬁc fossil fuels: coal,
oil, natural gas. But burning them produces a large volume of greenhouse gases.
Alternative fuels - eco solution proposed by the cement industry
A solution to this problem appeared 30 years ago, when internationally began to be
used “alternative fuels”, based on high caloriﬁc potential waste.
The main advantage of using these fuels is that thus are saved signiﬁcant amounts of
fossil fuels, ie non-renewable natural resources. Also reduces greenhouse gas emissions.
Another beneﬁt to the community is that waste from other industries and activities
(oil industry, automotive, agriculture, forestry, municipal waste) is fully recovered and
disposed of.
The clinker productio process in the cement plant’s kiln ensures an optimum conditions for recovery of such waste. Organic component of waste is completely destroyed
and produces heat, while mineral component is chemically integrated into the clinker
structure, without slag or ash.

Solution
Carpatcement Holding changed its production processes in order to use alternative fuels
Our company was the ﬁrst cement producer in Romania to use alternative fuels in the
production processes. This happened in 2004, in the plant from Deva.
Depending on the nature of alternative fuels, there are a number of processes and
control risks, for which it was necessary to adapt equipment and work methodology
in the plants. Also, in order to use each type of fuel we had to build special facilities or
to buy new equipments: transportation, manufacturing, supply, monitoring, etc.
Therefore, through the investments that we have made:
 We have built reception areas and storages for used tires. In turn, these platforms
consist of special features to download the tires and put them on a conveyor belt;
 We have purchased and installed automatic weighing and feeding equipments of
tires in kilns, the whole system being video surveyed and completely controlled
both as activity and as history of data;
 We have acquired systems through which the plastic waste, cardboard and paper
sheets are shredded into pieces of about 25 mm in order to be burned;
 We have purchased systems based on compressed air with which plastic waste,
paper, textiles and shredded cardboard are transported to the kiln. Due to some
advanced dispensers and a well-deﬁned ﬁnished product recipes, these systems
are ﬂexible and can be used for other types of alternative fuels (eg sawdust impregnated);
 We have purchased special equipments for shredding the wood waste that are
burned in Bicaz plant;
 Since 2006 we have made major investments for the burning of oil waste at the
plant in Fieni, our company being a pioneer in this ﬁeld.
 The total amount of investments made so far by Carpatcement Holding and its
partners for pre-treatment and co-incineration of waste in clinker kilns rises up to
14 million Euro.
Types of alternative fuels used by Carpatcement
 Used tires from the automotive industry activities (including large auto tires for
which we have invested speciﬁcally in a hydraulic cutting and shredding system
followed by the dosing and subsequent transport to the supply conveyor belt);
 Plastics, foil, cardboard, contaminated paper and textiles, all coming from different
industrial activities but also from sorted household waste;
 Waste oils and solvents coming from the automotive and chemical industries. We
are paying a special attention to their transport due to the chemical composition
and the danger of explosion;
 Waste oil from the current activities of the oil industry. In this case too we are very
aware of the needs for close supervision in the transport process;
 Sawdust that we are melting it with oils, varnishes, paints or oil waste. After being
collected from generators, the sawdust is subjected to special treatments. Because of the risk of pollution that it represents, the melted sawdust is handled with
special attention;
 Wood waste originating from the agricultural industry, forestry and wood processing industry.
About the risks of using alternative fuels
On the one hand, the use of alternative fuels solves two problems: 1) reduces emissions of greenhouse gases and 2) helps the recovery and the disposal of waste products from other industries. On the other hand, their use is not without risks.

Therefore it is important to know that when we are using alternative fuels we respect
some strict standards. This applies to all production units of HeidelbergCement Group
and follows international recommendations in the ﬁeld. So:
 We are using waste and alternative fuels coming only from well known origins and
meeting our strict acceptance, available upon request;
 Before being placed into our kilns, waste undergoes rigorous testing in terms of
physicochemical characteristics. Complete analyzes are required at the beginning
of each new type of waste utilization and in the process, as average sample in
certain amounts;
 We do not use as fuel those type of waste for which there are greener solutions
for their disposal;
 We do not use alternative fuels that could have a negative impact on human health,
on the environment or on the local community as a whole;
 We do not use waste or alternative fuels if the emissions from burning them are
higher than the emissions from burning traditional fuels;
 Co-incineration activity is strictly regulated by permits issued by the competent
authorities. Stack emissions are permanently monitored.

The results we have obtained using alternative fuels in Carpatcement plants
We conserved energy resources and we capitalized waste, bringing beneﬁt to the entire community. For example, during 2004 - 2011, when we introduced alternative fuels
in our production processes, we co-incinerated:
» over 136,000 tons of rubber, including tires;
» over 60,000 tons of wood waste;
» around 45,000 tons of waste from the oil industry;
» about 38,000 tons of sawdust impregnated with used oil or waste oil;
» over 41,000 tons of fuel resulted from industrial and domestic waste sorting;
» around 1,000 tons of waste varnishes, paints, solvents, emulsions, plastics and textiles.
Through the co-incineration of such waste in our plants we have saved 215,000 tons
of traditional non-renewable fossil fuels and, at the same time, we have reduced global
emissions of greenhouse gases by 210,000 tons of CO2.
The investments made, the experience accumulated in the past seven years and the
professional support received from HeidelbergCement, make us believe that the volumes of alternative fuels that we will use in the future will increase, thus representing
a contribution of increasingly signiﬁcant value to the proper management of waste.

CSR Practice

Name of the Company: Vodafone Romania
Applying Department: Corporate Communications
Address of the Company: Charles de Gaulle, Bucharest
e-mail : nicoleta.radu@vodafone.com

Solution
Telemedicine solution for emergency service – SMURD
Vodafone’s corporate responsibility commitment is to use our products and services to
the beneﬁt of community.
Through the “Partnership for life” program, Vodafone supports SMURD since 2005, with
medical equipments, special mobile units for emergency situations, voice and data services and a unique telemedicine solution in Europe.
We started our partnership with SMURD in 2005 with the Telemedicine Solution which
helped the ambulances to transmit medical parameters to the hospital units, using the
Vodafone network.
In 2006, we ﬁnanced SMURD for acquiring a special mobile unit for collective accidents
and natural disasters. In 2009, Vodafone ﬁnanced SMURD to acquire a mobile communications center for extreme situations like natural catastrophes, railroad and aviation
accidents.
In 2010, Vodafone launched 3G UMTS services in 900 MHz band which extends the
Telemedicine Solution with video equipments, through a pilot project. The video
solution developed especially for SMURD ambulances facilitates diagnosis, by using
Vodafone’s high speed mobile data services, in any region of the country.
Now, SMURD ambulances beneﬁt from video equipment, in 73 cities from 26 counties.
The paramedics can transmit to the emergency hospitals, in addition to the medical parameters, video images with the patients. Until now the telemedicine solution has been
used in more than 50.000 emergency medical cases.

The telemedicine solution is developed on three components:


Medical equipment and GSM terminals which colect at the place of the accident the
information about the patient and transmit them to the Emergency Care Unit and
to the Dispatch. More over the ambulances are equiped with mobile phones offered
by Vodafone



The data sevices are offered also by Vodafone and can permit live transmission of
medical information between the ambulances and the Emergency Unit Care



The Dispatch / Emergency Unit Care – the data received from the paramedics at the
place of the accident are collected and interpreted by specialized doctors

National Partner
Organization
Turkey

Name of the Organization: CSR Turkey
Address of the Organization: Kadir Has Cad. 34230-01 Cibali-Fatih/
İstanbul
President: Serdar Dinler
e-mail : feride.dogan@kssd.org
kssd@kssd.org
T : +90 (212) 533 65 32 / 12 19 | F : +90 (212) 533 57 69

Corporate Social Responsibility Association of Turkey was founded in 2005 to help
the development of the consciousness of social responsibility, extend the knowledge
of CSR in national and international level in its endeavor for sustainable development
and social achievement in Turkey.
CSR Turkey creates tools, resources and methodologies particularly for business, so
that businesses can mitigate the negative effects on social and environmental level
and foster a positive impact on the development of the society and itself.
CSR Turkey focusses on 4 core areas:
 CSR Trainings (Recently; ISO 26000)
 Scientiﬁc researches on CSR (CSR Report 2010, CSR Report 2008)
 Advocacy of CSR (article request to the Turkish Constitution)
 CSR Consulting (for more information: info@csrturkey.org)
CSR Turkey annually organizes:
 CSR Marketplace in Turkey
 Give & Gain Day
 NGO Days
CSR Turkey is a member of:
 CSR Europe
 CSR Middle East

CSR Practice

Name of the Company: Çalık Yedaş
Applying Department: Corporate Communication Quality and Training
Department
Address of the Company: Mimar Sinan Mah. Atatürk Bulv. No: 190
Atakum-SAMSUN
e-mail : banu.sutcu@calikyedas.com
T : +90 (362) 311 43 15 | F : +90 (362) 400 42 01

Business Challenge
Name Of The Project:
About the ‘RE-SPARKING OUR ENERGY’-Project:
Çalık Yedaş, which has decided to transform corporate social responsibility and adopt
it in the company culture, has made some studies about related issues such as corporate brieﬁngs by top management, electronic survey for all employees, workshops for
managers, ﬁeld work based on observations and interviews in 5 cities (Samsun, Sinop,
Ordu, Çorum and Amasya). The results and/or data, which were collected in previous
studies, have been analyzed and evaluated and thus have formed the 2012-2015 CSR
map.
In this strategic roadmap of Çalık Yedaş’s CSR activity, economic, environmental and
social areas are concretized and the below deﬁned studies have been planned.
Targets of the “RE-SPARKING OUR ENERGY” Studies
 Contacting with regional/local economy
 Supporting the regional/local economy
 Supporting current companies’ and entrepreneurs’ development by Çalık Yedaş’
mutually interacting with regional economic ingredients. With the help of possible
corporate responsibility studies, the goal is to make a positive impact to region’s
economical development, and thus regional company’s development, increasing
the entrepreneurship and product potential positively both directly and indirectly.
The stakeholders which we communicate with “RE-SPARKING OUR ENERGY”: Small
and Mid-scale companies, women, entrepreneurs, young people.

In accordance with this above approach, the below actions are planned:





Building an online sales and marketing site called “Women’s Exertion Mart” to actuate currently inactive labor potential of women in the region to contribute in aid
of regional economy.
“Regional Economy Meetings” which aim to coach region’s small and mid-scale
companies about increasing the productivity and performance, and sustainable
growth and competition.
“The Best of Work Is On You, Energy Is On Us “-Project, which aims to support and
award qualiﬁed workforce and manufacturing processes.
“Energy Consultants Are Coming”-Project, which supports central-Black sea native youth being cultivated as energy consultants. Considering the region is becoming an energy projects centralized area which opens way to more employment for young people.

The RE-SPARKING OUR ENERGY” Studies aim is the companies’ identity to be
matched with the habitat that the company exists, with the help of Çalık Yedaş’s natural, cultural and historical environment studies. In accordance with deﬁned approach
the following actions are planned:





“Enlighting Our Culture” project which aims to get attention to local traditional
arts which are almost extinct and supporting sustaining living artists of those arts.
“Enlighting our Heritage” study, focusing light on studies regarding regional historical heritage and archaeological ﬁeld studies, aiming to support studies in this
area in order to develop tourism potential.
“Enlighting Our Environment” project which both aims to get attention to region’s
environmental richness and supports the protection-development projects.
“Preserving Ruddy Duck” Project in order to preserve and improve local habitat
and wildlife, and to focus light on endangered endemic species.

The RE-SPARKING OUR ENERGY” Studies aims are making Çalık Yedaş’ internal and
external stakeholder’s individual energy to use more effective, supporting the energy
and energy saving projects which leads to more awareness. As an addition try to
canalize the surplus, which will be gained from previous explanations to energy performance and productivity. According to this issue, the following actions are planned:






“Çalık Yedaş Energy Truck” which is mobile that will help people who live in this 5
cities to understand correct and functional usage of energy.
“Customer Relations Seminars” which aim to inform their suppliers which contact
with the customers.
“Youth Invents the Future” project which aims to support young people to create
new projects in energy ﬁeld.
“Let’s Use Our Energy Effectively” project which helps to get new trainers, mostly
women, who will later train the stakeholders.
“I Use my Energy Right” project which helps primary school students to realize
their own potential and effective usage of their potential.

Proposal and Content of the CSR Solution
 While creating the CSR application plan the following issues should be principally
considered:
 Addressing to each of the economical, environmental, social areas in equal emphasis and in planned manner.
 Reaching each area as leveler and respecting local communication.
 Reaching all stakeholders with a context which leads to added value and footprints which will remain.




Using the company’s CSR budget effectively such as covering each area.
Addressing to meet company’s GRI indicators improving over time.

Predicted Improvement results of Çalık Yedaş CSR Projects that are targeted:
Economical Area
 Directly creating economic value.
 Making local population joining the business life.
 Facility investments for public beneﬁt.
 Deﬁning economical effects.
 Energy functionality and saving.
 Decreasing energy consumption.
 The effects of operation on local population.
 Support to develop public policies.
 Implementation through customer satisfaction.
 Respecting and connecting code of conduct.
Environmental Area
 Describing the environment/economy transaction.
 The environmental relationship of direct and indirect energy consumption.
 Saving and efficiency of energy.
 Protecting biodiversity.
 Protecting natural life areas, wetland and water supply areas.
 Saving and getting attention to wildlife species which are in danger of becoming
extinct.
 Attracting notice to the importance of environment saving investments and supporting.
 Measuring and evaluating the effects of operations to local community.
Social Area
 Creating direct economic value and new business areas for local community.
 Facility investments for the public interest.
 Direct and indirect energy consumption.
 Energy performance and saving.
 The attempt to decrease energy needs and energy consumptions.
 Decreasing negative environmental effect.
 Environmental protection investments.
 Evaluating and measuring the effects of operation to local community.

CSR Practice

Name of the Company: TÜRK TELEKOM
Applying Department: Directorate of Corporate Communication
Address of the Company: Turgut Özal Bulvarı
06103 Aydınlıkevler Ankara
Yıldız Posta Cad. No: 40 Gayrettepe
Genel Müdürlük Kat: 1 Beşiktaş 34349 İstanbul
e-mail : belma.kilic@turktelekom.com.tr
T: +90 (212) 309 91 96

CSR Solution’s brief Presentation
Türk Telekom is Turkey’s communications and convergence technologies company, operating in all 81 cities of the country with more than 24.000 employees. On top of naturally undertaking a spearheading role in Turkey’s transformation towards an information
society; Türk Telekom also constitutes a role model for Turkey’s businesses, with its own
inspiring transformation and ability to evolve to a leading actor in a very competitive
market. In addition, Türk Telekom is ﬁrmly committed to create value in social, economic
and environmental sustainability. The company carries out nation-wide projects in the
areas of education, environment, sports and world of disabled people.
Türk Telekom has meticulous planning for reputation management and carries out nation-wide projects within the scope of its corporate responsibility platform, “Value to
Turkey”.
Türk Telekom’s “Books on the Phone” project is devised and implemented within this
scope. It offers a solution to visually impaired people across Turkey, who were unable to
access online libraries because of regional and economic inequalities. It sets an inspiring
example on how business practices can contribute to the society

CSR Solution’s Proposal and Content
Türk Telekom collaborated with Boğaziçi University Assistive Technology and Education
Laboratory for Individuals with Visual Disabilities (GETEM) for offering free audio books
over home phones to all visually impaired people in Turkey via Türk Telekom’s across –
country infrastructure; within the “Books on the Phone” project.
With a clear goal to increase the overall sensitivity towards the information access of
the disabled people in the entire society; Türk Telekom cooperated with related nongovernmental organizations and public authorities, as well as involving visually impaired
people, in all stages of project development. The information access possibilities of over
400 thousand visually impaired people, as well as their preferences and sensitivities
were thoroughly analyzed.
The infrastructure was accordingly optimized, with additional investments and new system features, such as tools for easy usage and a customer service line, with specially
trained teams.
The project represents a unique aspect, as it incorporates a holistic and extensive communication campaign, and thus naturally assumes a spearheading role for raising public
awareness on visually impaired people, and their needs.
The project was launched with a press conference, which was held at the historical
library in Boğaziçi University on International Day of Persons with Disabilities, when
awareness on disability peaks, and attended by two Ministers.
The venue for the press conference was a historical building with stairways. In order to
facilitate the attendance for physically challenged participants, the area was prepared
at ground ﬂoor, with digital screens providing real time coverage of the press conference. Press releases printed in the Braille alphabet were made available.
The Turkish visually impaired community has demonstrated interest and support for the
project, and a sign of these, Turkey’s ﬁrst visually impaired parliamentarian cordially attended to the press conference.
The promotion of the project involved appropriate planning for the visually impaired
as well. Starting from the scenario phase, all the processes of the commercial ﬁlm have
been carried out in cooperation with GETEM. Dostoyevsky’s Crime and Punishment
novel was used for the commercial ﬁlm. In addition to this, an insert was distributed
with 5 national newspapers featuring a press release on one side with a visual reminding of the commercial ﬁlm and, on the other side, the service information and telephone
number written with Braille alphabet.
Türk Telekom sponsors Turkey’s top four football clubs, and their games were used as
additional channels. Players carried informative banners, while announcements were
made in stadiums. TV commentators were provided with information on the initiative,
which they relayed to millions of viewers, increasing the impact of the campaign.
Additionally, a volunteer reading movement was initiated, among more than 24.000
Türk Telekom employees. The celebrities’, veteran journalists’, business leaders’ and famous authors’ willing involvement enhances the library’s content.

The project received widespread media coverage. The ﬁrst immediate impact was evident in 500 + tweets on designated hashtag, for the favor of the launch press conference and the project itself.
Within 2 months following the launch of the project, 139 news reports with 25,379,591
reach number were published and 24 TV reports were broadcasted about the Books
on the Phone service. To date, 3.500 visually impaired people have applied to date, to
beneﬁt from the service; and the usage timing has reached to approximately 2 million
minutes.
GETEM member base grew 30% in ﬁrst 2 months; 45% since the initiative’s launch.

CSR Practice

Name of the Company: VİKO Elektrik ve Elektronik Endüstrisi San.ve
Tic. A.Ş.
Applying Department: Corporate Social Responsibility
Address of the Company: Abdurrrahman Gazi Mah. Ebubekir Cad.
No.44 34887 Sancaktepe / İstanbul
e-mail : kurumsaliletisim@viko.com.tr
T : +90 (216) 564 55 55 | F : +90 (216) 564 55 44

Business Challenge
The Energy Efficiency Project in Schools “For a Bright Future”
Natural sources are depleted fast, the environment is polluted and we pay high costs
for energy. In the world we live in, natural sources and energy efficiency has become
the most important aspect of sustainable development and competitiveness. Inadequacy of energy has an impact on the decrease in production, the economy of the
country and on our daily lives. It is all our responsibility to inherit a livable world to the
next generations.
We have to continue our activities in life with the determination and the perception
of “We are All Responsible” to achieve “A Bright Future” in terms of energy efficiency
and the conscious consumption of natural sources.
As VİKO, we are conscious of this responsibility for a Sustainable and Bright Future.
With this project, especially primary school students are aimed to gain consciousness on energy efficiency and the importance of natural sources for a sustainable and
bright future.
In the ﬁrst phase of the project that we have brought to life in 2011, 108 primary
schools participated in the Art Competition announced with the slogan “Let’s Protect
Our Natural Sources, Let’s Draw the Picture of the Bright Future All Together” and
awareness on the conscious use of Natural Sources have been raised among almost
30.000 students.

The motivation that the efforts in 2011 have brought and the positive feedbacks supported the implementation of the project in 2012 and after.
Within this scope, a protocol between VİKO and Istanbul Provincial Directorate for
National Education in April, 2012 and the beneﬁts below will be achieved.
a. Efficient consumption of energy in the Primary Schools of the Istanbul Provincial
Directorate for National Education, achieving consciousness on the issue among
primary school students and educators, raising awareness, prevention of wastage
of energy, decreasing the pressure of energy costs on the Ministry of Education’s
budget and protection of the environment.
b. Presentation of issues; energy efficiency, conscious consumption of natural sources, recycling and protection from home accidents via the play “For a Bright Future” which VİKO Kids Theatre will perform, in an environment where students
learn while they have fun.

Solution
As VİKO, we believe that a sustainable development can be achieved with investment
on humans and a balanced connection that is set up between the humans and the
nature.
With this point of view, we regard energy efficiency among all, as the top priority as
our main responsibility area.
Energy efficiency, both for our country and for the whole world is a concept that gains
more importance every day and that states the priority of the responsibilities undertaken to leave a livable world to the next generations.
Beginning to gain consciousness on Energy Efficiency from the early primary school
ages creates important priority on the adoption of permanent behavior and responsibility.
The objectives set with this point of view for the Project: “For a Bright Future” until
2023 are as follows;










Raising consciousness of students between the ages 6-14 on Energy Efficiency,
natural sources, global warming and recycling.
Arranging the meeting of 1.000.000 Primary School students with the Children’s
Theatre on Energy Efficiency
Delivering the training “The Building Energy Manager” to all Primary and Middle
School representatives in Istanbul.
Contributing to make a 20% decrease in the consumption of energy in the Primary
and Middle Schools in Istanbul.
Steps for Implementation:
Making the Project Protocol with the Istanbul Provincial Directorate for National
Education
Designation of Energy Managers in Primary Schools
Designation of managers responsible for this project at the Directorate of National
Education
Setting up the schedule for the seminars that the Energy Managers in Primary
Schools and the Directorate of National Education












Designation of the school energy representatives and the establishment of school
energy teams.
Each school’s making up the energy saving action plan and determining the
activities
Each school’s determining their priority on Energy Saving
Presentations of school energy managers on “Energy Saving and Efficient Consumption of Natural Sources” to the students, parents and teachers
Finding endemic solutions based on particular requirements of each school on
energy saving, protection of natural sources and recycling.
Project competition on Energy Saving Solutions in schools
Setting up the Energy Efficiency Clubs in schools at the beginning of 2012-2013
Academic Year.
Holding activities on “saving” all along the school year and implementation of
sample projects.
Rewarding successful work every year in June

With the consciousness that teachers are the most important supporters and shareholders of this project, the training: “School Energy Manager” has been delivered to
almost 1450 teachers in June, 2012.
The objective here is to establish a conscious ﬂow of work that will be administered by
a trained and responsible teacher.
In order to achieve active participation of students in schools, with the beginning of
the new academic year, “Energy Efficiency Clubs” have been opened.
Teachers who were given the Energy Manager Training have set up teams where other
teachers, students and parents also could join, written the Energy Efficiency Action
Plan” and started to take the steps to bring the project to life.
Under the scope of these, many activities such as primarily for raising consciousness
in students, switching off lights when unnecessary, ﬁnding solutions to leaking taps
and waste of water ﬂowing from taps, reviewing precautions for heat insulation and
recycling have been effectively held.
There will be a prior evaluation by writing the reports of activities held throughout
the academic year in schools and presenting these reports to the Project Coordinators and ﬁnalist schools will be given the opportunity to take ﬁeld trips and see the
other successful work on site. Successful schools will be rewarded in June every year
and sharing, encouragement and rewarding of those good examples will be provided.
Students’ learning while having fun is also achieved with the play: “For a Bright Future”
performed by VİKO Children’s Theater which was created as a process of the project.
The play involves topics such as; energy efficiency, protection of natural sources, recycling and protection from home accidents
With this play which aims to teach while having fun, it is aimed to raise children’s
awareness on their responsibility for energy efficiency as well as getting them have
fun.
VİKO Children’s Theatre has met with almost 60.000 students in 110 schools since
April, 2012.
By the feedbacks received from teachers, it is expressed that students who watched
the play switch off the lights when unnecessary, not leaving the taps running, even
bringing the waste batteries from home and throw them into the waste bins in schools.

Through the website www.aydinlikbirgelecekicin.com built in order to have effective
communication, students and teachers visit the site, get information and share their
opinions and their own work to set an example to the other schools.
In addition, posters and bulletin boards, stickers for awareness, training CD-s have
been sent to 1450 schools in Istanbul and effective management in every stage of the
project is targeted.
Feedbacks received both from the website that has been built to provide communication and Project Managers at the Istanbul Provincial Directorate for National Education shows that the project is taken seriously and especially children who watch the
play show signiﬁcant change in behavior.
According to the information given by parents to the teachers, students are said to
have started to warn their parents about the lights that are unnecessarily on and the
behaviors in the play they watched while having fun have become seen.
It is aimed to make the responsibility on energy efficiency a settled consciousness by
implementing it in schools every year.
The objective and the expectation in the time ahead is a contribution of 20% decrease
in the Energy Consumption of Primary and Middle Schools in Istanbul.
We are all
“RESPONSIBLE”
for a sustainable and bright future.

National Partner
Organization
Ukraine

Name of the Organization: Centre Corporate Social Responsibility
Development
Web: www.csr-ukraine.org
Centre For CSR Development
Center for CSR Development is a leading expert organization in Ukraine, which implements critical for business projects in Ukraine but also provides support for companies to develop CSR strategies and non-ﬁnancial reports. Member of the UN Global
Compact Board (2010-2012), a national partner of CSR Europe (Brussels) and the
World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD, Geneva). Organization unites 37 companies in Ukraine as its members and cooperates with international
experts from 20 countries.
During ﬁve years the Centre for CSR Development:
 implemented more than 27 projects;
 prepared and published around 130 publications;
 held more than 140 public events with engagement of about 3,000 representatives of business, NGOs and the media.
Centre for CSR Development is:
 an initiator and organizer of the National CSR Case Contest in Ukraine;
 an organizer of CSR Marketplace, a fair of social and environmental projects of different organizations in Ukraine;
 an organizer of the ﬁrst Contest for the best non-ﬁnancial report in Ukraine;
 an author of the ﬁrst text-book “Corporate social responsibility: models and management practices” approved by Ministry of Education in Ukraine;
 a partner of the publishing house EKONOMIKA in conducting First educational
Project in Eastern Europe for CSR managers – CSR Academy.

CSR Practice

Name of the Company: DTEK
Address of the Company: Floor 23, Parus Business Centre 2A
Mechnikova Str - Kiev, 01601, Ukraine
e-mail : info@dtek.com
T : +38 044 581 45 39 | F : +38 044 503 59 78

Business Challenge
DTEK is the biggest private energy company of Ukraine. Its industrial assets were
established and built up in the Soviet times. DTEK’s geography covers all of Ukraine
with145, 000 people working at its enterprises. DTEK enterprises are located in 9
oblasts and the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, in more than 70 towns, 15 of which
are mono-towns. Mono-towns are traditionally dependent on one large enterprise
but this dependency is dangerous because any failure in its operation may paralyze
the town. Enterprises of the mono-towns which Company received via participation in privatization tenders were constructed in socialist times and had social burden
consisting of kindergartens, houses of culture, communal enterprises, roads, schools,
hospitals and residential buildings.
Hereby, DTEK which inherited a huge social burden alien to business operations faced
two serious challenges. On the one hand, the Company needed to transfer functions
of social objects maintenance and urban land improvement to the local governments,
but, on the other hand, from the corporate citizenship position, the Company wanted
to mitigate this transformation. It was necessary to ensure that social services which
were traditionally offered to citizens by enterprises did not disappear and that the
quality of social infrastructure would improve rather than deteriorate.
One of the DTEK’s business strategy vectors till 2030 is the “Society”. This means
that the Company takes responsibility for promotion of comprehensive development
of Ukraine and the regions where it operates. In order to help resolve regional problems, it was decided that strategic partnership programs should be developed by the
Company together with the communities of the territories where DTEK enterprises
are located.

Solution
Since the Company believes that the most effective approach to resolving problems
of towns and communities is cooperation with the interested parties (government,
civil society, town residents) it was decided to initiate partnership projects.

To date, DTEK initiated and signed Social Partnership Declarations with 19 cities and
4 rayons: Lviv, Burshtyn, Ladyzhyn, Dobrotvir, Kyiv, Pavlograd, Roven’ki, Sverdlovsk,
Dnipropetrovs’k, Kurakhovo, Zugres, Ternivka, Petropavlivsky rayon, Pavlogradsky
rayon, Samarsky rayon of Dnipropetrovs’k oblast, Maryinsky rayon of Donetsk oblast,
Kirovs’ke, Shchastia, Mospino, Energodar, Pershotravens’k, Dobropilla, Zelenodols’k.
More than 7 million people live in these territories and beneﬁt from social programs.
In order to expand the dialogue and engage more interested parties in this work,
DTEK created Coordination Committee for Social Partnership (CCSP). The CCSP purpose was to discuss cooperation between business and local communities in order to
resolve social issues and enhance transparency and effectiveness of social partnership
programs and projects. CCSP is a unique Ukrainian forum for sharing experience between representatives of local governments in regions where DTEK operates, and for
the dialogue between business, government and society.
Volodymyr Vorobey, Partner, CSR Ukraine Community:
“DTEK’s Social Partnership Program is a genuine example of how large industrial company can outreach to local communities in small towns in a post-Soviet society, where
a concept of stakeholder dialogue remains a novelty. Not only DTEK is listening to
the concerns of local mayors and elected bodies, the company has introduced the
mechanisms that enable it to outreach to local citizens groups, NGOs, activists, etc.
Outreach with capacity building elements is a cornerstone of DTEK approach. It is the
best example of the outreach to local communities programs in Ukraine, and probably
in Eastern Europe overall.”
Mayors of towns which signed the DTEK’s Social Partnership Declaration, DTEK corporate center Directors, social projects partners (international donors and NGOs) participate in the CCSP meeting.
The Coordination Committee outlines priority issues
and develops project ideas to resolve them. At present ﬁve priority areas have been
jointly developed:






Energy efficiency in the communal sector
Health care
Socially important infrastructure
Favorable business environment
Education, culture, sports

Within the framework of the priority areas in 2011 and over the period of 8 months of
2012 the Company supported 188 social projects in the territories of its operation to
the total amount of 57 million hryvnias.
The “energy efficiency” area is under the special attention of the Company. This area
ﬁnds itself at the crossroads of interests of all partners participating in the social programs (people, government and the Company) and, at the same time, corresponds to
the business expertise of DTEK.

Petro Kurlyak, Mayor of Burshtyn, Ivano-Frankivsk region:
“The most important achievement of cooperation with DTEK was ability to focus efforts around the basic needs of Burshtyn. The approach of effective resource management, which DTEK promotes, showed us that rather than working on a dozen of
smaller pressing problems at once, it’s better to focus on fundamental societal issues
and tackle those one by one. Thus, through multiple meetings and consultations with
DTEK energy saving and energy efficiency was identiﬁed as key priorities of the city.
Work on energy efficiency began with energy audit, which was organized by DTEK.
This step helped us to understand in which direction to move on. Another priority of
DTEK’s activity in Burshtyn was to increase knowledge and skills of local authorities.

Provision of budgetary resources in Burshtyn is quite limited, so it is important to use
what is available to its fullest extent, while looking for the new ones. DTEK initiated a
program for improving the institutional capacity of local authorities. We appreciate
DTEK’s systematic approach to implementation of social initiatives.”

Result
In 2011 within the framework of the social partnership strategy with towns of Pavlograd, Dnipropetrovs’k oblast and Kurakhovo, Donetsk oblast DTEK initiated realization
of the project aiming to increase energy efficiency in the communal sector. Investments of partners into these projects amounted to 5.1 million hryvnias. The Company
fulﬁlled the project in cooperation with the U.S. Agency for International Development
(USAID) and with Kurakhovo and Pavlograd communities. Within the framework of
this project, partners conducted energy audits of the municipal heating systems, energy audits of standard residential houses, and developed municipal energy plans. In
the town of Kurakhovo, the Company installed quarter metering and heat regulation
units, individual water meters, ﬁxed and adjusted heating pipelines. We also renovated heating systems in two kindergartens and three condominiums in the town of
Kurakhovo and in one school in the town of Pavlograd.
The project resulted in signiﬁcant reduction of heating energy consumption. Kindergartens of Kurakhovo reduced the energy usage for heating and hot water by 31%
and over one year saved 85,230.8 hryvnias. Three Kurakhovo condominiums reduced
energy consumption by 19% and saved 53,965.8 hryvnias. This example successfully
demonstrated advantages of condominiums. A school in Pavlograd reduced energy
consumption by 37% and saved 225,182 hryvnias. Population received better quality of heating supply (temperature reached the established standard for housing).
The local government received possibility to increase tariffs and to reduce the local
budget debts for heating without having to increase heating bills for residents. Settling of the problem of constantly growing local government debts on tariff difference
compensation was also beneﬁcial for the DTEK.
Another part of the program was the change of people’s attitude to energy usage,
both at home and at work. One of the information campaign methods was to introduce a special energy efficiency course in the secondary schools of the towns
where Company operates. Kurakhovo was the ﬁrst town where this additional school
course was conducted. Children, who took this course, visited electric power station,
learnt how electricity is produced, how tariffs are formed, why it is important to save
energy and how to do this at home or at school, and also why it is so important to
pay electricity and heating bills on time. At the end of the trainings course, children
participated in competition to reduce energy consumption at schools and developed
children’s energy efficiency projects for school and home. At Sergii Sazhko, a Mayor
of Kurakhovo, noted «the energy efficiency project is an effective instrument for the
change of the young generation mentality».
The obvious successes of the above-mentioned projects helped to persuade the local
government in the cities of Kyiv and Dnipropetrovs’k to expand the energy efficiency
program to these cities. In the new school year a special course on energy efficiency
supported by DTEK will be conducted in the cities of Kyiv, Dnipropetrovs’k and Pavlograd.

CSR Practice

Name of the Company: Kyivstar
Address of the Company: Mazepy Street 24, Kiev, 01601, Ukraine
e-mail : info@kyivstar.net
T : +38 044 466 0 466

Business Challenge
Kyivstar is a national company trusted by 50% of Ukrainians. The main principle of company’s business is a big Idea of Active Care, which also brings beneﬁt to the Ukrainians
and Ukraine. Actively developing the services of mobile and ﬁxed internet access, the
company has responsibly evaluated not only the advantages for business, but also risks
which clients could meet, especially for the youngest internet users.
In 2009 Kyivstar in cooperation with the Institute of Sociology of NAS of Ukraine conducted the ﬁrst Ukrainian research of public opinion about the problems of Internet
safety. According to the results, 78% of Ukrainian parents ignorant of the online safety
problems. On the other hand, almost 28% of children watched online advertisement of
alcohol and tobacco, and then tried to buy it, 11% - tried to buy drugs in Internet. Moreover, 22% of kids are visited sites with adult content, 17% - ready to share their personal
information online.
Internet penetration in Ukraine grows rapidly. During last yeas amount of Internet users
in Ukraine doubled. According to the UaNet Generation report (UNICEF) the majority of
kids are active social media users. And 46% of them willingly shares their mobile phone
number, 36% - their home address and 60% of teenagers have met with virtual friends
in real life. Research results have demonstrated that the social problem exists and becomes more critical with the fast mobile and ﬁxed Internet development in Ukraine.

Solution
In the year 2009 Kyivstar initiated a long-term social program “Child Safety in Internet”
with the main aimed to form the culture of safe online browsing among Ukrainian children
and adults. The company is systemically realizing integrated solutions and events to create a safe area for kid’s communication, education and development in the Internet.

Zhanna Parhomenko, Director of Corporate Affairs, Kyivstar: «We’ve explored that the
whole range of safety and culture problems are related to the internet usage. There are
serious risks, which nobody knew about. We’ve taken care of not only providing the
internet to every Ukrainian, but also of its safe usage, especially by the youngest users
which are the most vulnerable».

Responsible business solutions
First of all Kyivstar has resolved the issue of adult content, online gambling, alcohol and
tobacco promotion on its own web and wap recourses, having voluntarily refused from
considerable potential proﬁt. In addition, the telecom operator obliged content providers to follow these rules through signing appropriate conditions in the agreements with
all partners.
The company has developed and operates a special procedure of collaboration with the
Department of Cybercrime (MIA) on identiﬁcation and prevention of the illegal content
(pornography) dissemination in the mobile network.
Kyivstar has become the ﬁrst telecom operator supported the social initiative of the
International Center for Women Rights Protection and Promotion “La Strada - Ukraine”
and has shown an example to other market players having signed the Memorandum
about the adoption of «The Code of Child Protection from Cruel Treatment in the Internet and Internet Resources».
Yuriy Pavlenko, the Ombudsman for Children under the President of Ukraine: «Children
protection from harmful information in the internet is a part of state policy today, and
I’m sure the example of Kyivstar must be demonstrative to other providers» (Investgazeta No24, June 26, 2012).
Methodological Initiatives
Kyivstar in cooperation with the Institute of Sociology NAS of Ukraine published the
ﬁrst scientiﬁcally grounded guide for parents in Ukraine «Children in the Internet: how
to teach safety in a virtual world» in 2010. The guide was recommended by the Ministry
of Education and Science, Youth and Sport of Ukraine for using at schools.
Kyivstar employees together with the school teachers of computer sciences had also
developed the methodological and interactive educational materials for teaching internet safety. All these materials for children, parents and teachers have been collected on
a regularly updating web-site bezpeka.kyivstar.ua.
Technical Solutions
At the start of social program Kyivstar has become one of the ﬁrst participants of the
Internet Child Safety Coalition. Having joined the initiative, the telecom operator has
developed a wap-version of the popular thematic portal Onlandia - wap.onlandia.kyivstar.ua.
Kyivstar was the ﬁrst operator created the «white list» of web-sites recommended for
children by the experts of the Institute of Sociology NAS of Ukraine in 2010. The list
contains only safe and helpful online recourses for children.
The following year, on the basis of the «white list» of sites, Kyivstar realized a «Parental
Control»: the unique technical solution on Ukrainian telecom market. It’s a free of charge
social service which prevents children from the threats of the mobile internet usage giving access only to recommended sites.

Social Investments
Developing the ﬁxed internet access service, Kyivstar signed the Memorandum of collaboration with the Ministry of Education and Science, Youth and Sport of Ukraine in
2011. Within the partnership agreements the company had started Ukrainian Schools
Internatization Program with the aim to provide pupils with safety access to up-to-date
educational materials resources of Network. The telecom operator had adapted his service “Home Internet” for schools. Kyivstar provides high speed Internet free of charge to
schools that allows fast and safety uploading of large ﬁles, access to educational ﬁlms
online for pupils and best preparation to lessons for teaches.
Kyivstar takes care of children online safety: schools are provided with informational
materials about internet safety. Kaspersky Laboratory as Program partner installed ﬁlter
to protect children from hazardous content.
Information Activities
Since 2009 Kyivstar has conducted a constant informing work on the online competence in Ukrainian society. The Company realizes joint projects with national and regional media to enhance the public awareness of the main rules of safe behavior in the
internet.
Growing of the internet penetration in the country and rapid increasing the number
of the young users inﬂuenced Kyivstar to initiate all-Ukrainian social information campaign «Tell Children About Safety in Internet” in 2012. The aim of the initiative is to
focus Ukrainians attention on the problem of online safety and to encourage Ukrainian parents to talk to their children about the rules within internet usage. Within the
campaign the ATL outdoor campaign was placed in 6 million-plus cities (Kyiv, Odessa,
Donetsk, Dnipropetrovs’k, Kharkiv, Lviv). Intensive campaign coverage on television, in
print and online media was conducted. There was also developed a special campaign
with content for social media on the basis of infographics, and teaser banner campaign
on popular portals.
The telecom operator has taken care of its own employees, who are also parents for more
than 2300 children, informing them about simple rules for internet safety. The company
provides regular publications on the internal portal, newsletter, employee training and
engagement of volunteers to conduct educational seminars on online safety at schools.
Educational Activities
Every year the employees, volunteers of Kyivstar, hold educational events of online
competency: presentations for parents at school parents meetings, informing teachers
on the methodological meetings, game workshops for children at schools connected to
Kyivstar internet and summer camps all over the country. The employees of the company prepare materials which help children easily learn the main rules of safe behavior
in the internet in a gently way.
Monitoring and Evaluation of the Program
Kyivstar had developed a system of regular monitoring to evaluate the results of social
program. The key criterias and indicators (KPI) are:
 Audience coverage (direct contacts, media impressions);
 Number of recipients;
 Number of volunteers;
 Social partners participation;
 Perception of the program by the target audience;
 Impact on the problem solution in the society;
 The progress of business aims achievement;
 The accordance of achieved results with the aims.

Some KPI’s are included to employee’s evaluations who are the coordinators of the program. The sources of information are operational reporting, reports on program projects, media monitoring, employees and target audiences surveys, the Institute of Sociology NAS of Ukraine, UNICEF, GFK, TNS, Reputation Institute surveys and reports, etc.
Results
Kyivstar is a leader of the mobile internet market and one of the largest providers of
ﬁxed internet:
it provides services to more than 6.6 mln of mobile internet users and 0,5 mln of ﬁxed
internet users. While realizing the ”Child Safety in Internet” program, the telecom operator has considerably managed to inﬂuence the solution of social problem in society and
to solve a range of business tasks.














A base of safety online recourses for children, parents and teachers was created
in Ukraine; the ﬁrst guide for parents was published; the ﬁrst in the country «white
list» of sites for children was created. All the materials are available on the bezpeka.
kyivstar.ua.
More than 200 Ukrainian schools got safe access to free of charge internet on high
speed: more than 80 000 pupils in 30 cities can use up-to-date educational materials safely thanks to connection to the Kyivstar internet.
More than 13 500 people (4 500 children, 4 000 parents and 5 000 teachers all over
the country) have been engaged in informational work of volunteers on teaching
internet services users online competency.
The general public has been informed about the children safety problem: more than
2 500 thematic materials about the main rules of internet safety in national and regional media have been published during the program realization.
The level of awareness of parents’ responsibility for children online safety has increased by 8%: today 95% of Ukrainians think that teaching children internet safety
it’s a parents’ obligation – in comparison with the beginning of the program in 2009
when only 87% thought so.
Ukrainian parents started to educate children about online safety: social information
campaign 2012 hasn’t left indifferent every 3rd Ukrainian parent, 70% - told children
about safety in the internet.
Social program has got a high level of response among the employees: more than
hundred volunteers had joined its realization and conduction of online safety seminars. In general, 15% employees of the company are the permanent volunteers.
All target groups of stakeholders have been engaged in dialogue: the program has
been supported by the wide range of stakeholders (the Ministry of Education of
Ukraine, the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine, the Ombudsman for Children of
the President of Ukraine, UNICEF, La Strada - Ukraine, etc.). Tens of partner activities
have been initiated in different regions of the country within the program.
A system of monitoring and evaluation of CSR program results has been developed:
deﬁned and tested the list of the indicators of the social program campaign effectiveness.
Kyivstar has got the highest CSR Index among Ukrainian companies (2011) which
according to The Reputation Capital Ukraine experts demonstrates a direct link between company’s investments in CSR, reputation level and consumers’ loyalty.

The budget of the program was more than 3 mln UAH from the beginning of its realization. About 80% of Ukrainians, who are aware of ”Child Safety in Internet”, think that it’s
helpful.
Kyivstar is a permanent leader in corporate social responsibility in the telecommunication sector of Ukraine and has the highest reputation level among telecom operators of
the world.
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Name of the Company: MHP
Address of the Company: Mazepy Street 24, Kiev, 01601, Ukraine
e-mail : office@mhp.com.ua
T : +38 044 207 00 00 | F : +38 044 207 00 02

Business Challenge
In May 2010 construction work commenced on the Vinnytsia project. The project
includes a broiler production complex, breeder farm, hatchery and fodder complex
along with an oil press plant, slaughterhouse, disposal plant and other infrastructure.
Since construction work started the Company has faced a number of issues concerning the local community’s perception of the new investor. There were also problems
with the current social and economic development of the Trostianets and Tulchyn
regions. Namely:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Local concern about the increased use of roads by large-sized construction machinery. The roads were in a poor condition prior to the start of the project but the
local citizens have blamed current road conditions exclusively on the Company’s
activity and movement of vehicles needed in the construction of the Complex.
Concern about the new enterprise’s employees coming to Ladyzhyn, particularly
the additional accommodation required and the impact this will have on existing
accommodation prices.
Uncertainty about the commitment of this new investor, many others have started
and failed before:
x concern that the investor is fully committed and will conﬁrm deﬁnite start and
completion dates;
x uncertain that 8-9 thousand new jobs will be created;
x unsure of the appropriate salary level; and
x cynical that full time employment will be created by a new enterprise located in
the Chernobyl zone.
Insufficient information about the full scope of the enterprise’s activity, because
of limited local media channels, causing bias against the enterprise from the local
population.
Local communities are concerned about the environmental impact of the new enterprise on the region:
x disposal of industrial waste close to a populated area and the effect of such disposal; and
x potential problems with the water supply due to use of local water by the enterprise and water pollution by industrial waste.

6. Social and cultural region questions:
x undeveloped educational and sport establishments;
x lack of cultural events; and
x low logistics in educational institutions.
7. The outﬂow of the local population (mostly its employable part) to regional centres, big cities and also abroad resulting in labour shortages in the region. Monopolisation of the labour market: the only major enterprise in Ladyzhyn (thermal
power station) limits the choice of work place to potential staff (either a job at
Ladyzhyn thermal power station, where there is ﬁerce competition for jobs, or ﬁnd
employment outside of the region, or even country).
8. Lack or absence of skilled labour in this area that the enterprise needs.

Solution
To address these challenges MHP implemented the following measures to intensify
and improve interaction with the public and local residents:
x Construction of roads. A new road, of over 10 km, was built near Ladyzhyn, connecting the fodder production plant with the poultry farm. In addition to this,
many existing roads have been repaired and other new roads built in the area;
the new concrete road to the village of Lukashivka being particularly signiﬁcant.
Nearly 8 km of new railway has been laid to transport produce to and from the fodder production complex. The increase in traffic through “Ladyzhyn” railway station
has raised its status which has led to salary increases for many staff. Overall, the
extended transport network has signiﬁcantly reduced the weight of traffic through
the villages.
x Construction of residential buildings. Two residential buildings, containing 45 and
28 apartments respectively, have been constructed with 39 apartments already
homing 17 families. The new 9-ﬂoor residential building in the centre of Ladyzhyn
is due for completion by the end of 2012 and will offer accommodation for a further 180 staff and their families, as well as local residents in need of accommodation. In addition to this the Company has investment plans for construction of a
dormitory that will provide accommodation for a further 800 future employees of
the Vinnytsia complex. The Company uses innovative construction technologies,
like the static cave-driving method, that excludes excessive noise and destructive
effects on the surrounding buildings.
x Excursions to the Company enterprises. In 2011 the special programme for students of 9-11 grades and local colleges was developed. Within the framework of
the programme “The way to the profession” pupils of graduate classes from local
schools visited the MHP production facilities and about 60 children have already
visited the operating MHP business. Also, from early summer to mid-autumn 2012
all interested citizens of the surrounding towns and villages had the opportunity to
visit the Vinnytsia poultry farm. The production was visited by: 1,719 people from
Bershad district (29 excursions), 1,062 people from Teplyk district (25 excursions),
900 people from Trostianets district (29 excursions), 1,062 people from Gaysyn
district (22 excursions) and ﬁnally 952 people from Ladyzhin (20 excursions). Totally 5,695 people have visited the enterprise for the period from 06/19/2012 to
10/17/2012.
x During the tour, production specialists and representatives of the Company’s HR
department were available to visitors. They provided data on average wages at
the enterprise. They were also able to assure those on the excursions that as the
poultry farm is located outside of Ladyzhin it falls outside of the Chernobyl zone.
x Providing the local population with safe drinking water. Previously, the villagers
that live near the MHP poultry farm were forced to use water taken directly from
the Southern Bug river. MHP have provided the village with the same water supply

x

x

x

and puriﬁcation system they constructed to supply its poultry farm. The puriﬁcation system also ensures that the quality of water the enterprise drops into the
river after use is signiﬁcantly higher than the water currently in the river.
Distribution to cultural and sport education of children.
» the children’s equestrian sports school was initiated, also the participants of
sporting competitions were provided with ﬁnancial support;
» the library fund in each school of Ladyzhyn was signiﬁcantly supplemented by
sets of Ukrainian and foreign educational and art literature; and
» childrens’ contests and festivals are regularly held with the purpose of developing their creativity. On 8 March 2012 a charity fair of postcards created by the
Ladyzhyn pupils was organised. The Company donated the funds raised following a charity request.
Communications with local communities, Mass Media and others.
» at the end of 2011 MHP’s account in social network “Vkontakte” was created to
communicate with the citizens of Ladyzhyn. During the ﬁrst month about 250
people added to the page, and today we already have more than 730 friends;
» a radio series, regular conferences and other public events involving managers
and top management of the Company were held;
» the Company constantly communicates with local journalists, maintaining its
presence in the press and informs local authorities about its construction process schedules;
» the concept and layout of the corporate edition “Vinnytska ptahofabryka” is already developed. Immediately after the enterprise is operational, it will be distributed not only within its boundaries, but also beyond with the purpose of
informing residents of both districts, including Ladyzhyn about MHP activities in
the region and poultry farm news.
» the Company co-operates with research institutions: it takes part in studies of
the grains and oilseeds grown in the ﬁelds of the grain growing enterprises in
the Vinnytsia region. It also participates in developing new processes to further
improve yield not only in the Company but also in other enterprises in the region.
This promotes agricultural efficiency and increases crop capacity indicators in
the region; and
» the Company maintains contacts with local non-governmental organisations responsible for the environmental condition of the region. It responds to requests
on the impact of its activities on the environment in the region, it also retains
documents conﬁrming the construction of the complex is according to environmental regulations.
» As stated in the annual results, the Company will conduct a social survey on the
question of how local people and communities perceive its activities and how
much they are informed about its future plans.
Development and encouragement of the staff.
» 70-80% of the staff at the Vinnytsia poultry farm will comprise of residents of
the region;
» the top management of the Company presented in regional universities;
» nowadays the Company’s employees visit agricultural universities presenting the
Company and the incentive programmes operating in the MHP to the students;
and
» the young specialists who will work at Vinnytsia poultry farm study and train at
other MHP enterprises where they acquire the professional experience and skills
required for their further development. For instance, last year Myronivska poultry
farm prepared a work team of 15 leading experts for Vinnytsia poultry farm; 6
young specialists prepared by qualiﬁed mentors of Myronivsky meat processing
plant “Legko” were directed to internship at Myronivska poultry farm in order to

further employment in Vinnytsia poultry farm; 3 leading experts from Myronivsky
Plant for Manufacturing Groats and Feeds went to Vinnytsia Poultry Farm Branch
Complex for Manufacturing Feeds in Ladyzhyn.
The investor’s arrival in the region provided new work places, official employment and
an opportunity for young specialists to develop, which reduced the likelihood of the
outﬂow of the labour force from the region and the country as a whole.
The Company contributes to the development of both the region and the country. By
its activity in the region MHP enhances its proﬁtability, promotes the labour market
and the development of small and medium businesses.
Most importantly, MHP’s presence in the region leads to sustainable improvement of
living standards; level of social security; and improvement and efficiency of communication between people and the industrial sector. It also guarantees further effective, long-term and sustainable development together with the Company that having
achieved the leading position in the Ukraine is expanding its activities abroad.

CSR Practice

Name of the Company: Prykarpattyaoblenergo
Address of the Company: 34 Industrialna st. Ivano-Frankivsk city,
76014 Ukraine
e-mail : kanc@oe.if.ua
T : +380 (0342) 52 05 27

Business Challenge
PJSC “Prykarpattyaoblenergo” provides electricity to the homes and businesses in IvanoFrankivsk via local electrical networks, including its own overhead transmission lines of
0,4-110 KV. Dense network of overhead lines (power lines) creates difficulties for free passage of birds and bats and especially the issue becomes critical during migration period.
On one side, bird collision with power lines leads to an increase in the number of short
circuits, increases the risk of power outage of technologically important economic entities; on the other side, the death of birds, especially of rare species, makes environmental
problems worse.
In 1999, with the aim to join international biodiversity protection movement, Ukraine
signed and ratiﬁed the Bonn Convention (Convention on the Conservation of Migratory
Species of Wild Animals and its subsidiary agreement AEWA (the African-Eurasian Migratory Waterbirds). So now implementation of the Convention is guaranteed by the law of
Ukraine “On Ukraine’s Accession to the Convention on Migratory Species of Wild Animals
“- No 535-XIV from 19.03.99)
Studies show that only in African-Eurasian region hundreds of thousands of birds are
killed from electrocution, and tens of millions – from collision with power lines. For some
migratory species that have large sizes and reproduce slowly, the death of individuals
from power line collision can lead to the extinction of entire populations at local or regional scales.
Despite the fact that in the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species the White Stork is evaluated as Least Concern, nests of White Storks built on the existing electric lines make a
problem. According to ornithological data, about 50% of stork nests are built on the elec-

tricity pylons. In some regions this ﬁgure can reach up to 70-80%. Nests on electricity pylons pose a threat both to storks and reliable power supply in the region. Small birds ﬂying
out of their nests are often killed or injured because of collision with power lines, thereby
provoking power outage of the whole connections (85% death of storks are caused by
electrocution).
Globally species are protected throughout Europe under the Bern Convention on the
Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats signed by Ukraine in 1996 and
ratiﬁed in 1999 (Implementation of the Convention is guaranteed by the Law of Ukraine
“On Ukraine’s Accession to the 1979 Convention on the Protection of Wildlife and Natural
Habitats in Europe “ dated 10/29/96.). PAT “Prykarpattyaoblenergo” tending to improve
a customer service in terms of increased reliability and continuity of power supply is fully aware of responsibility for environmental protection and implementation of Ukraine’s
international obligations. Thus in cooperation with environmental NGOs and scientiﬁc
institutions a special long-term and complex Program on environmental protection and
minimizing environmental impact of company, STORK, has been launched in summer 2011
with impact on different public areas: industrial, scientiﬁc, educational and others.

Solution
The Main Objective of the Case
1. Minimizing negative environmental impact of companies with the help of developed
practical tools. The goal is to reduce the number of killed and injured birds resulting
from collisions with power lines or electric trauma, ensure uninterruptible power supply by reducing the number of accidents on the lines.
2. Compensation scheme for the environmental damage.
3. Sustainable development principles implementation through environmental education of the community, especially schoolchildren. Increased knowledge of electricity
consumers about challenges of environmental protection and implementation of sustainable development principles.
4. Scientiﬁc researches to be served as a basis for developing practical tools and can
track the success of the measures taken.
Actions Taken
The project of minimizing the negative environmental impact of electricity on the migratory and sedentary birds was conducted in two stages:
1. Research on collision of birds with power lines, assessment of scale, causes and patterns of bird deaths in the electrical wiring in order to develop recommendations for
measures to protect birds and power line accident prevention. The partner in developing and conducting of these studies is the State Museum of Natural History at the
National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine.
2. Practical solutions to reduce mortality rate of white storks nesting on the electricity
pylons from power line collision. Nowadays the only cost-effective way to protect the
white storks and their nests is installation of special platforms which rise the nests 1
metre high over the wires. The Partner in implementation of these activities is Western Ukrainian Ornithological Station (WUOS).
Compensation for made environmental damage is done through support of the Wild Animal Rehabilitation Center where birds injured by power lines are kept (company partners
in this activity are Halych Natural National Park and environmental organization ECOHALYCH) and through support of scientiﬁc researches aimed at protecting biodiversity
and development of measures to prevent negative company impact on the environment
(partner is the National Museum of Natural History at the National Academy of Sciences

of Ukraine). Environmental education of the community is made through encouragement
and ﬁnancial support aimed at engaging schoolcildren to participate in the educational
program STORK devoted to the study and protection of the white storks and its habitat.
Partners are WUOS and Halych Natural National Park.
The Program Action Plan for 2011-2012 has been approved:
1. June - September 2011. Examination of overhead power transmission lines with the
voltage of 0.4-10 KV.
When making round check of power lines electrician teams found and recorded the pylons in Ivano-Frankivsk where the nests of white storks were located (472 pylons with
stork nests were registered).
2. July - September 2011. Production of metal platforms for nests.
Specialists in the company equipment repair department learned the principles of metal
structure construction for the platforms for nests, identiﬁed the need for materials, calculated budget and then started making platforms by orders of technical departments.
350 thousand of UAH (approximately 44 000 USD) were planned to spend for making
necessary 472 platform by 2016.
3. September - October 2011. Development and dissemination of innovative approaches
for setting up platforms.
Upon learning experience of Polish and Ukrainian energy companies, experts of technical
department developed their own approach for setting up the platform and conducted
the training for the chief engineers.
4. October 2011 - February 2012. Installing metal platforms for nests.
Installation of metal platforms according to developed approach in the frameworks of
approved action plan. 40 platforms have been set up.
5. January 2012 - March 2012. Support to Wild Animal Rehabilitation Center.
A special focus of the program is to help the injured and weakened birds. Environmental
managers in the company are always informed about electrolocuted birds for them to
bring injured storks to the Wild Animal Rehabilitation Center located in the Halych Natural
National Park. The Centre is administered by the non-proﬁt environmental organization
“Eco Halych”. PJSC “Prykarpattyaoblenergo” also became its loyal supporter and purchased the freezer storage for fodder, published information postcards on preventing the
birds from power line collision.
6. February 2012 - February 2013. Launch of the scientiﬁc reasearch on the issue of conﬂict between birds and electricity power grid.
PJSC “Prykarpattyaoblenergo” signed a contract with the State Museum of Natural History at the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine. The collaboration between scientists and energy specialists during 2012-2013 was the ﬁrst of such kind in Ukraine, as well
as conducting of a unique professional research under the title “Assessing of the Power
Lines Impact on Avifauna and Development of Measures to Prevent Bird Deaths and Accidents on Electrical Lines”. A series of effective measures to prevent collisions and deaths
of birds and other accidents will be developed according to research results.

7.

March - August 2012. Engaging schoolchildren into the educational program STORK
and Contest of Children’s work “Our stork.”

At a time of storks’ returning to Ukraine, energy specialists observe this process as their
nests have been renovated in the period of their absence. However, the company decided
to engage schoolchildren to monitor the population of white storks under framework of
the educational program “Stork”, implemented since 2005 by Western Ukrainian Ornithological Station. On April 1 at the Halych Natural National Park energy specialists initiated a scientiﬁc workshop for teachers and other volunteers in cooperation with WUOS.
As program volunteers they went to schools of other regional districts with the task to
involve schoolchildren in participation in the educational program STORK. PJSC “Prykarpattyaoblenergo” also announced the awards for the most active participants in the Ivano-Frankivsk region and announced the start of the Contest of children’s art works “Our
stork”.
8. July 2012. Participation in the international project on white stork ringing (banding).
PJSC “Prykarpattyaoblenergo” supported the Western Ukrainian Ornithological Station
which joined the international project of White Stork ringing with colored plastic rings.
The purpose of the making of such marks is to identify the migration routes, wintering
areas and age of birds which nest in Ukraine. With the support of the Company Ukrainian
ornithologists were able to ring small birds in the nests located in the village of Blyudnyky
in Halych district in Ivano-Frankivsk region. Future research results may enable scientists
to develop measures to prevent the nesting of white storks in the pylons.
9. October 2012 - December 2012. Awarding of the Contest “Our stork”
October 15, 2012 is the deadline for submitting of art works (literature, art, photos) related
to life and protection of the White Stork. Every school children and Ivano Frankivsk school
teams as participants of the educational program Our Stork can send their works to the
Contest organizers. Results of the Contest will be announced by December 15, 2012 and
winners will be awarded with valuable gifts and souvenirs. The best art works will be used
in publications and demonstrated at the exhibition.
10. December 2012. Planning the next stages of the Program.
Gathering information and planning corrections for the environmental program for the
next 5 years, coordination of activities with environmental managers and summarizing
the results of the program.
Problems and Difficulties
Under Program implementation the Company has faced various difficulties; the major
among them was absence of professional environmental specialist position in the company. However, effective close cooperation with ornithologists from WUOS contributed
professional knowledge to the Program. Another good solution for the challenge was
training of employees agreed to run the program on a voluntary basis.

The Results
Outcomes
Chairman of the Board “Prykarpattyaoblenergo” Mr. Oleksander Buben said “Installing
platforms for stork nests, engaging children into observational learning, drawing attention of the community to environmental challenges help solve two problems at once. On
the one hand, these are real actions to improve the reliability of power supply in Ivano-

Frankivsk region. On the other hand, this is a signiﬁcant contribution of our company into
biodiversity conservation and protection of the white storks in the Carpathian region. We
also saw that our environmental actions received great public support. Regional and national media are very interested in the activities of such kind. Thus PJSC “Prykarpattyaoblenergo” strengthened its image of socially and environmentally responsible company”.
Taking into account the goals and objectives; we are able to evaluate the efficiency of
comprehensive environmental program “Stork” at every Program stage, not only in the
end. These performance indicators can be evaluated according to its focus areas:
1) Production excellence
Establishing platforms for nests directly inﬂuences the quality and reliability of power
supply to consumers. Calculations were made based on the link between electrical lines
and nests. When line is broken due to the falling of small bird out of the nest 47 consumers stop receiving electricity and become dissatisﬁed. Moreover, in this emergency case
the Company suffers losses because it doesn’t supply power which equals up to 38.9
kilowatt/ hour. Costs to eliminate damage (including the price of materials) amount up
to 1365 UAH (approximately 200 USD). The frequency of such cut-outs is on an average
once every three years. The cost of materials for production of a metal platform for stork
nests is 745 UAH (appx. 150 USD). Thus installation of platforms solves the problems and
saves money – economic, social and environmental advantages (triple-bottom line) are
obvious.
2) Environmental Protection
Protection of White Stork in Ukraine is stated in the laws: the law of Ukraine “On Fauna”,
as well as Bonn, Bern and Ramsar Conventions. So these species are protected from
physical elimination and the destruction of their habitats. The Company Program STORK
helps implementation of the legislature protecting white storks from a number of grave
dangers which constantly birds may face.
3)The development of science.
First Ukrainian large-scaled research was launched at the company request. The employees of biotic and landscape diversity departments of the State Natural History Museum
at NAS of Ukraine now work on this study. The cost of scientiﬁc and technical activities
amounts 80 thousand UAH (appx 10000 USD). The purpose of research is development
of effective methods to protect overhead electricity lines from birds and birds from contact with the lines. During March-May 2012 three expeditions of the ornithologists went
to the chosen sites of electricity lines to deﬁne the frequency of bird collision with power
lines. In general, the research will continue until February 2013. Unique database and analytical study results will form the basis for scientiﬁc publications, presentations, speeches
at conferences and so on.
4. Development of education.
Working in the educational program STORK is a real opportunity to teach schoolchildren
to gather speciﬁc scientiﬁc information (conducting of a nest inventory survey, monitoring of feeding areas, etc.) and to make activities to protect the white storks. As a result,
the educational program has started with the help of Prykarpattyaoblenergo volunteers
since April 2012 and 23 school teams were registered to make observations and share
them with WUOS. In addition, as of 01/08/12 sixty art works have been received in the
frameworks of the Contest “Our stork”.
5. The promotion of positive image.
The program “Stork” with its focus on environmental protection has positively singled out
PJSC “Prykarpattyaoblenergo” among other companies. Actions of environmental managers constantly draw media attention both of regional and national levels and publications on the pages of business magazines, packages on TV channels television appeared

(the Company didn’t pay for the publications and packages, but if it were a commercial
advertisement, it would cost much as 30 seconds of TV ad costs more than USD 1000).
So the Program has had an impact on the company reputation and increased its visibility.
Lessons Learned
The key lesson learnt by company from the beginning of this program was a necessity
to implement the strategic approach to conﬂict solution “stable power supply and biodiversity protection”. The hardest thing was to abandon stereotypes and business-as-usual
approach that is socially harmful and economically disadvantageous for the company
and society. In the future the company would like to join efforts of different power plants
of Ukraine for a useful exchange of information, technical improvements, ﬁnancial calculations, organizational practices, etc. The Company top-management are now thinking
over the idea of establishing an Association of Friendly-to-Nature Energy Specialists who
would deliver environmental messages to authorities at national and local levels.

CSR Practice

Name of the Company: Nycomed Ukraine LLC
Address of the Company: Eleven” Business-centre 11, Solomenskaya
str. Kiev, 03110, Ukraine
e-mail : office@mhp.com.ua
T : +380 44 390 09 09 | F : +380 44 390 09 09

Business Challenge
“As a manufacturer of drugs that are administered in stroke rehabilitation, we know the
scale of distribution of cardiovascular diseases”, Eugene Zaika, head of Nycomed company in Ukraine and Moldova, says. “44% of those who died last year, died because of
a stroke. We see our responsibility to the society in informing the maximum number of
people about risk factors and ways to avoid development of stroke. Our participation in
the Day Of Fight Against Stroke is one of the steps in this direction.”
Ukraine is No 1 in the world in mortality from stroke. The disease occurs in the youth
more and more often - 35% of people who have had a stroke are people under 55 yearsold. Every 5 minutes a person in Ukraine suffers stroke. Every 11 minutes a person dies
from stroke in Ukraine.
Also, there is a problem of insufficient information about ﬁrst aid and modern methods
of prevention.

Solution
The goal– To draw attention to the problem. To increase the public education level on
prevention of stroke.
An educational program for the public will be able to reduce cardiovascular diseases by
40% to 50%.
What was done in 2009 and will be done this year.
The ﬁrst stage of the campaign included holding public events and press conferences
to inform the public and journalists on the risk factors for cardiovascular diseases. The

stage covered 4 cities: Lviv, Kharkiv, Simferopol, and Kyiv. Thus, in October 2009, in
three cities except the capital was the “Stop Stroke 2009” march. Its members - doctors, athletes, social workers, government officials - drew attention to the need to lead
an active lifestyle as a way to prevent stroke.
Also in Lviv, Kharkov, and Simferopol, the “open doctor’s offices” were organized, where
all visitors were able to measure blood pressure, identify personal risk of stroke and interact with experts in prevention of stroke. In the same offices informational materials
on risk factors for cardiovascular disease were distributed. Each event was accompanied by a press conference for journalists from regional media.
The ﬁnal stage of the campaign included distribution of information leaﬂets in the
“Ukrposhta” departments, discussing key issues related to stroke in the radio program
“Health” on the 1st channel of Ukrainian Radio (NRCU), and informational support during preparation of the portal dedicated to stroke – www.insult.net.ua.
“Stroke is one of the most difficult pathologies both for the patient and for his/her
family”, Eugene Zaika, head of Nycomed company in Ukraine and Moldova, says. “This
disease annually takes more than 100,000 lives in Ukraine. However, quite a large number of deaths could be prevented simply by educating the population. Given the role of
education and our experience as a manufacturer of large quantities of drugs for treatment of stroke, we started this program with the support of the “Ukrainian Association
Against Stroke.”
This year, the main theme of the program will be a healthier lifestyle and control of
health as the best prevention of stroke.
We will spread information about:
x - Active lifestyle
x - Control of blood pressure, blood sugar and cholesterol levels
x - Proper nutrition
x - Fight against obesity
In 6 cities of Ukraine (Luhansk, Kharkiv, Dnipropetrovsk, Lviv, and Odessa) open “Healthcare centers” where anyone can, free of charge, measure blood pressure, blood sugar,
cholesterol, obtain information about the prevention of heart diseases, consult doctors
(neurologist, dietician, endocrinologist, internist), participate in a master-class with renowned choreographer Gregory Chapkis and in other activities (play “gorodki”, morning exercises with a ﬁtness trainer, drawings on asphalt, magnetic sculptures, various
competitions). Also, the radio broadcast “Let’s Stop Stroke Together” will be broadcast
in the Ukrainian national radio involving Ukrainian doctors (once per week during 3
months), where listeners can hear speeches of leading experts in the ﬁeld of health, who
will tell advices on stroke prevention, speeches of people, who overcame stroke and ask
questions associated with stroke.
There were not ant difficulties in the implementation of the program.
The company has spent more than 1 million hryvnas for this program during 4 years.
The program is conducted within 3 months in the end of each year since 2009.
The results–during 3 years more than 10 thousand people could consult their physician
and measure their pressure, high blood pressure was found in more than 40% of the
population and they DID NOT know about it, and about 40% are aware of high blood
pressure but are not treated .... That is about 80% of people are suffering from high

blood pressure ....the impressive ﬁgure ...
What’s new learned–starting these actions on the street, we did not expect some terrible results related to high blood pressure as well as easy attitude of people to the disease. People know almost nothing about the disease, prevention of stroke and do not
consider that it should be treated.
We require more than one year to at least suspend the extent of impending disaster
if we do not engage in educational projects in the ﬁeld of medicine and prevention of
stroke in particular.
* Provided by the “Pharmstandard” retails monitoring system of “Morion” company,
June 2012

CSR Practice

Name of the Company: Tetra Pak
Address of the Company: 82, Mezhigirska vul., 04080 Kyiv
e-mail : internet.infomaster@tetrapak.com
T : +380 44 230 3900 | F : +380 44 230 3949

Business Challenge
Packaging, give up!
Tetra Pak thrives not only to produce high quality and safe products, but also to handle
the problems that negatively affect the environment. The company examines problem
situations and takes measures to decrease the negative effects of its activities.
Kestutis Sliuzas, Managing Director of Tetra Pak Ukraine: “We give preference to those
initiatives that guarantee the society’s sustainable development. Taking care of environment is the priority of our company, since we are aware of the need to treat the environment responsibly. We put forth maximum efforts to make sure that the younger generation takes care of the environment, since future environment situation relies on them”.
One of the company’s projects is the environmental program ‘Packaging, give up!’,
aimed on clariﬁcation of the possibility of beverage package recycling and the necessity of waste separate collection to the younger generation.
Challenge
According to the data of ‘Clean City’ national project, Ukraine has accumulated 54 million cubic meters of waste, and this measure is increasing by 5-7% every year. Not more
than one tenth of all the waste in Ukraine is recycled. The rest is buried in the refuse
dumps and landﬁlls that occupy about 6.2 thousand hectare. According to the results of
Ukrainian research conducted by Gorshenin Institute in 2010, most of Ukrainian citizens
(70.2%) evaluate the environmental situation in their region as bad.
The increase of society’s environmental awareness depends greatly on younger generation. Children should be taught to treat the environment responsibly since early childhood through learning the basics of environmentally friendly behaviour and consciousness. What is more, children can teach their parents to be responsible for environment
and form the environmentally friendly behaviour of the whole family.

Solution
Recycling of Tetra Pak’s used packages is important to us as well as to most of our
stakeholders. We set ourselves clear targets to continue increasing recycling worldwide. To support this, a number of initiatives are taking place in almost every country in
which we do business, including Ukraine, where recycling is well developed within our
recycling partner, ACC Corporation, Kharkiv city. In its management paperboard plant
Kronex-Ukraine and shop for polyaluminum’s recycling. This is where Tetra Pak’s packaging is recycled on secondary raw materials, namely cardboard and polyaluminium
agglomerate.
Tetra Pak Ukraine has initiated the unique national environmental awareness program
‘Packaging, give up!’. This open-ended program is aimed on the pupils of 1-6 forms.
Objective
The aim of the program is to tell the children about environmental friendliness of our
package: its protective properties, the recycling ability; its composition (the base of the
package is cardboard which is made of wood, which, in its turn, is a renewable natural
resource).
Main Task
To demonstrate the possibilities and importance of recycling to children, using an exciting example – making a sheet of paper from the used beverage package; to show that
a used beverage package may become valuable raw material for a new product rather
than waste.
Program’s Special Features
During the lessons, a lot of attention is being paid to the development of responsible
attitude towards environmental protection. The program includes an interactive presentation which in a playful way tells the pupils about main environmental issues, the
possibilities of used beverage package recycling to secondary raw material. During the
presentation, children together with an animator make a sheet of paper from the used
beverage package and learn interesting information about the composition and protective properties of Tetra Pak package.
The children learned about the need to sort used beverage package from other waste
and throw it away to special container only. Such containers have been already installed
in every school of Brovary by Tetra Pak. The company provides transportation of collected package to Kharkiv paperboard plant Kronex-Ukraine, which recycles used package and production waste of Tetra Pak and its customers.
Program Stages
For the ﬁrst time, the project was realized in schools of Brovary in 2011 with support of
Education Board of Brovary town council and Coca-Cola Beverages Ukraine. In total, 99
presentations for 5877 pupils were conducted at 11 public schools in Brovary.
In spring of 2012, presentations ‘Packaging, give up!’ were conducted in Kyiv within
charity eco-festival ‘Magic Family’ at central Kyiv parks. About 160 pupils took part in
master-classes.
In April 2012, ﬁve presentations ‘Packaging, give up!’ were held for pupils of 1-5 forms in
Pechersk School International in English for more than 125 students.
Schoolchildren in Kremenchug, Dnipropetrovs’k, Kherson and Poltava joined the lectures in autumn of 2012 during charity program ‘Marathon with the Faith in the Heart’.
This social project, which is being realized by Danone together with its partners, is aimed

to provide help to children with heart disease and to supply local hospitals with special
medical equipment. Master-classes ‘Packaging, give up!’, during which children with an
animator made sheets of paper from used packages after drinking milk from aseptic
Tetra Pak package, have been conducted for little marathoners. About 500 children
took part in the master-classes.
Within innovative cultural and educational project for children and youth SPARK!LAB,
‘Packaging, give up!’ presentations visited around 700 children on 24 – 30 of September 2012, in Mystetskyi Arsenal.
Results
The project included more than 7 000 pupils. As a result of the project, Tetra Pak Ukraine
received notes of thanks from the Head of Shevchenko District Administration in Kyiv
and the organizers of charity eco-festival ‘Magic Family’, as well as from the Education
Board of Brovary.
Plans
Implementation of the project in the schools of Mykolaiv, Dnipropetrovsk, Kharkiv, Odesa and Kyiv for more than 100 thousand pupils of 1-3 forms is planned for 2012/2013
academic years.

